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Akron, Racers play
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Partly cloudy
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
50 to 55. Light south wind.
Tuesday: Partly sunny and
mild. High again around 75.
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Congress working on earthquake aid
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress plans to act quickly this week
to provide billions of dollars in
federal disaster aid to the
earthquake-ravaged San Francisco
Bay area.
Lawmakers, although mindful of
the impact on the federal budget
deficit, begin work in the House
Appropriations Committee this
afternoon on an aid package estimated at anywhere from $2.5 billion to $5 billion.
President Bush, who inspected
the damage on Friday, promised
all-out federal help with "no red
tape."

However, Sea Alan Cranston,
D-Calif., warned reporters on Sunday in San Francisco, "Unfortunately, all the cost cannot be covered" by government aid.
"There will be some loss," said
Cranston, who predicted the federal
government would provide $3.5
billion in aid but estimated property loss and damage to roads and
highways at more than $7 billion.
Congress has asked the president's budget office for an official
cost estimate by today, but administration officials said Sunday it
may take longer as damage estimates continue to escalate.

NATIONAL

LOS GATOS, Calif. — Leta Frye recently joined the ranks of the
nation's homeless. She's not a disheveled bag lady. Her belongings are
strewn on a mountain slope, mixed with the debris of her earthquakeravaged $450,000 house.
SAN FRANCISCO — Five Soviet engineers came to study building
design. Nine Mexicans flew in to check disaster preparedness. Japan
wanted precise detail on how much the earth moved. New York City
police looked at emergency response.
SPACE CENTER, Houston — The shuttle Atlantis streaked toward
an early landing today to avoid expected high winds at its California
desert landing strip, winding up a mission that sent the Galileo probe
to Jupiter.
JERUSALEM —With both the PLO and Israel rejecting U.S. proposals for dialogue, efforts to arrange Palestinian-Israeli negotiations
appear to have reached a low point.

House Speaker Thomas S. Foley
said Friday he expected Washington would have to provide $2.5 billion in earthquake relief. California
LL Gov. Leo McCarthy on Sunday
put the needed federal aid at $3.3
billion, and Sen. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, D-N.Y., said he expects
the figure to rise to $5 billion.
"It's an evolving situation,"
Transportation Secretary Samuel
Skinner said Sunday on CBS-TV's
"Face the Nation" program. "I
don't think we want to jump to a
number."
Cranston, the Senate majority
whip, said the earthquake aid

Aurora Country Festival

BUSINESS

Grant to assist
police with tower
Radio communications will
improve in Calloway County as the
result of a state grant announced
recently by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
A $10,696.00 grant from the
Area Development Fund has been
awarded to the city of Murray for
the construction of a radio tower/
transmitter and a utility building to
house the transmitter. According to
local officials, the new radio tower/
transmitter will provide stronger
radio contact and also eliminate
"valleys" of noncornmunication in
the city.
The Purchase Area Development
District Board of Directors recommended the project for funding.
The Area Development Fund is a
capital projects' program administered by the Department of Local
Government in the Office of the
Governor.
The state's 15 area development
districts make recommendations to
the department on the basis of state
law and policy for project funding.

Old-fashion sorghum-making
attracted a large crowd to the
annual Aurora Country Festival
Saturday as hundreds of area
residents gathered at the
lake-side community to participate in activities ranging from
an antique tractor pull to
candle-making to a parade. The
two-day event also featured arts
and craft makers from the region as well as hayrides, variety
shows and country music. At
right, Robert Parker skims
unwanted foam off the top of
the liquid sorghum during the
cooking process.

FINANCE
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

CHICAGO — British Airways
PLC has bailed out of a group
attempting to buy UAL Corp., a
defection that sent UAL stock into
another tailspin and dealt the buyout plan its second stunning blow
in a week.
The pilots union at UAL's
United Airlines, which along with
management is leading the buyout
attempt, quickly announced Friday
it was developing a new plan that
would include for the first time
United's flight attendants as
partners.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are I a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Iran asks U.S. to release frozen assets
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — President Hashemi Rafsanjani of Iran
condemned hostage-taking today
but said he would take no steps to
help release 18 Westerners held in
Lebanon unless Washington
releases frozen Iranian assets.
Failing that, if the United SLUES
wants Iran's help on the issue, it at
least put pressure on those he said
were holding Iranians in Lebanon
to gain their release or learn their
fate, Rafsanjani said in remarks
quoted by Iran's official Islamic
Republic News Agency.
He appeared to be referring to
three Iranians who were kidnapped
by the Lebanese Forces militia in
north Lebanon in 1982, along with
their Lebanese driver, a Shiite
Moslem. All four are believed
dead.
Rafsanjani spoke at a news conference in Tehran attended by more
than 50 reporters, most of them
foreign correspondents given visas
specifically to attend the
conference.
It wu not the first time Iran has

linked its help in releasing Western
hostages to the unfreezing of the
assets or the release of the Iranians
kidnapped seven years ago.
Most of the Western hostages are
believed held by groups loyal to
Iran.
IRNA quoted Rafsanjani as saying hostage-taking is an "inhuman
action" that can produce no positive political results.
Answering a question from an
American reporter, the Iranian
president accused the United States
of using the issue of the hostages
as no more than a "bridge for reestablishing relations with Iran."
He called on Washington to
release more than $I billion in frozen Iranian assets as a goodwill
gesture for normalization of relations, IRNA reported in a dispatch
monitored in Cyprus.
The assets were frozen 10 years
ago after Iranians seized the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran and held 52
Americans hostage for 444 days.
"You have two options: First to
unfreeze our assets, which you

must do as we will take them back
one day. But if you are very much
fond of money, you can at least

instruct your agents in Lebanon to
free our hostages," Rafsanjani was
quoted as saying by the agency.

LBL transmitter pays off
A new radio transmitter directing
tourism information to 1-24 travlers
is already paying big dividends,
according to a spokesman for the
Kentucky's Western Waterland
(KWW) tourism promotion
organization.
The AM transmitter, which was
recently placed at Kentucky Dam
Reservation by TVA's Land
Between The Lakes (LBL) to
broadcast LBL and regional tourism information to intertate motorists, has resulted in a substantial
increase in traffic to the regional
information center managed by
KWW at Exit 31 (KY 453), according to Peggy Wright, KWW Executive Director.
"It's really pulling them off the
highway," said Wright. "They are
•

A

"It would be very unfair to
affected areas ... to say, well, we
can't meet these obligations
because we have a budget crunch,"
Foley said. "We have to respond."

WallaCe Wilkinson says he doesn't
know whether he'll continue to
back the Kentucky Lottery's pro
football betting game, which has
been blocked by a legal dispute
with three horse industry groups.
Wilkinson said some members of
his staff have recommended that he
ask the lottery corporation's board
of directors to abandon the game,
SuperSports.
"I haven't made up my mind
about that," he said.
SuperSports, which was scheduled to begin last Wednesday, has
(Cont'd on page 2)

WHEATCROFT — The decision to tear down a ventilation barrier
had already been made by the time a foreman at the Western Kentucky
mine where 10 men died in an explosion suggested that such a move
might alter airflow in the mine, according to a published report.
INEZ — The Big Sandy Regional Airport, the largest in eastern
Kentucky, is open but officials say a new access road scheduled to
open next year will help the airfield realize its full potential.
OWENSBORO — Satanic groups and other cults take advantage of
young people's troubles by telling them what they want to hear,
according to a Kentucky professor who has aided police investigations
of satanic crimes.
FORT MITCHELL — Creating another type of health care worker
would simply drain the available pool of potential nurses and would
threaten nurses' control of their profession, leaders of state and national nursing groups say.

SAN FRANCISCO — Life in the Bay area goes on and San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos wants the World Series to be part of it starting
Friday.
STANFORD, Calif. — After five jittery, joyless days, the earthquake shaken San Francisco Bay area celebrated life at a 49ers game
while awaiting resumption of the Bays-ball World Series.
SAN FRANCISCO — After an earthquake and a week of workouts,
the San Francisco Giants and Oakland Athletics were excited about
playing ball again. Now, with the World Series further delayed, their
enthusiasm is fairly diminished.
SAN FRANCISCO — Despite rumors to the contrary, ABC apparently did not attempt to influence baseball's decision regarding the
possible resumption of the World Series.

Foley said lawmakers must put
aside their concern for the deficit
when it comes to providing money
for the"disaster victims.

Governor unsure
whether he likes
new lottery game
LoqisvILLE, Ky.(AP) — Gov.

STATE
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would be added to a House appropriation bill that must be passed by
Wednesday to keep the government
functioning. He said the first federal funds could be available within a
week.

really curious about the region as
well as LBL. Our surveys are
showing that 25 percent of our visitors are stopping because of the
transmitter. It's getting great
results."
LBL Manager Charles Buffington said the transmitter was an
example of how LBL and the private sector can work together for
mutual benefit, and added that
another transmitter is being placed
inside LBL to broadcast daily and
weekly happenings at the national
recreation area.
"We want to help make this region as attractive and easy to visit as
we possibly can," said Buffington.
"The transmitters are one step in
our overall promotion efforts for
1990."

—
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SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— The shuttle Atlantis streaked
toward an early landing today to
avoid expected high winds at its
California desert landing strip,
winding up a mission that sent the
Galileo probe to Jupiter.
Mission Control decided Sunday
to shorten the shuttle's trip by two
90-minute orbits because the calmest winds at Edwards Air Force
Base were predicted early in the
day.

••

•

The five astronauts adjusted their
schedules by going to bed 21A
hours early Sunday night, and 90
minutes early the previous night.
They were awakened to strains
of "Fly Like an Eagle" by the
Steve Miller Band, played by controllers at 4:54 a.m.
Murray State University students Jeff Gish of Henderson (left) and Tonya Copple of Dawson Springs
(right) accept congratulations from Linda Moore, development coordinator-annual fund, for being the top
fundraisers in the 1989-90 MSU Foundation phonathon. Gish netted the top dollar amount with $2,605
and Miss Copple received the most pledges, 54. A total of $19,145 was raised during the phonathon, held
Sept. 25-28.

MSU Foundation's fundraiser
gets off to good start for year

•

The Murray State University
fpundation kicked off the 1989-90
fund-raising season with over
519,000 in pledges from alumni
and friends of the institution.
The total . for the Fundation's
annual phonathon was $19,145,
compared to $12,655 pledged in
1988-89. MSU's Student Alumni
Association provided volunteers for
the event, which was held Sept.
25-28.
"We're off to a great start," said
Linda Moore, development

coordinator-annual fund. "It seems
like, as the knowledge of this program grows, so does the
enthusiasm."
Mrs. Moore explained that calls
were made to alumni who had
given unrestricted funds to the university in the past. Pledges totaled
452.
The student volunteers who
manned the telephones for the phonathon found themselves "dialing
for dollars" on two levels: while
helping raise money for the univer-

sity they competed for cash prizes.
Jeff Gish of Henderson and
Tonya Copple of Dawson Springs
were the top fundraisers for the
Foundation phonathon. Gish won
$100 for soliciting $2,605 in
pledges, and Miss Copple received
a $50 prize for 54 pledges.
A senior finance major, Gish is
the son of Bob and Gay Gish. Miss
Copple is a sophomore majoring in
elementary education and the
daughter of Glen and Maryann
Copple.

Governor...

the thorougribred industry," Wilkinson said. "And I'm not convinced that it is.,,
Concern for the industry was the
only reason Wilkinson gave for
considering a request to stop the
game. As for any other reasons, he
said, "After the decision is reached, one can look back and examine
the rationale that led to the
decision."
In their lawsuit, the horse industry groups said the game would
reduce the amount bet at Kentucky
tracks. They also have said that
SuperSports would involve a significant element of skill and would

therefore violate the state lottery
law, which allows only for "any
game a chance."
Several leaders of the General
Assembly have also said they think
the football game is not among the
types of games they envisioned
when they created the lottery last
December.
Lottery officials have said that
the game would not affect the
tracks and that it depends on
chance, not skill, because it would
use point spreads to try to equalize
the odds in each game.
The winning lotto numbers were
7, 11, 21, 24, 34, 35.

(Cont'd from page 1)
been at the center of a courtroom
battle involving lottery officials
and the horse industry groups for
the past month. At Wilkinson's
request, lottery officials have postponed sales for the game until the
state Supreme Court rules on at
least some of the legal issues
involved. That ruling may come
today.
But Wilkinson said he is considering whether to ask that the game
not be offered, regardless of the
Supreme Court's ruling.
Lottery President Frank 0.
Keener was surprised to hear that
Wilkinson would consider such a
request. "I don't think that's true,"
Keener said.
He noted that Wilkinson's general counsel, Pat Abell, had filed a
brief with the Supreme Court supporting the lottery's legal position.
Keener also said the lottery had
already paid for many aspects of
the game.
Wilkinson said, however, that
his decision will depend on
whether he believes the game will
harm Kpntucky's thoroughbred
industry' by siphoning betting
money from race tracks.
"The question is, is it hurtful to

Collins named to Arts Council
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson has
appointed Dr. Irma Collins as a
member of the Kentucky Arts
Council.
Collins, of Murray State University, shall serve for a term expiring
July 16, 1993.
Little is known about her duties
on the council, Collins said, but
she will attend an orientation meeting Thursday in Frankfort. There
the council will discuss the future
direction of the group and what
their involvement in Kentucky arts
education will be, she said.

QUANTUM PERMS

"I've always been fairly open
about what I think about arts education (in Kentucky)," Collins said,
"so I see this appointment as a
positive step."

"Good morning, Atlantis," Mission Control radioed to the craft.
"Well I'm not sure we're flying
like eagles, but it's been fun so
far," Atlantis Commander Don
Williams replied. The astronaut
also joked about a crossword
puzzle and was told the crew's
morning mail had been beamed up.
Following a briefing this morning, weather officials reported conditions would be favorable for the
97-ton winged spaceship to land at
9:33 a.m. PDT on a dry lakebed
runway in the Mojave Desert at
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The Styling Salon at
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Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
C INS JCPeneray Company. Inc

Accident injures three Saturday
Three people were injured Saturday afternoon following a two-car
accident on Ky. 121, according to a
Kentucky State Police report.
Sammie Willoughby, 66, Route
5, Murray, was attempting to turn
off 121 into his driveway at 4:05

p.m. when he was struck from the
rear by James Starks, 64, Route 1,
Murray.
Starks, Willoughby, and a passenger, John Willoughby, 79,
Route 5, Murray, were treated and
released from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Police report two-car wreck
Two Murray women and a Hazel
woman were injured in a two-car
accident on S. 4th Si Saturday
afternoon, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Tonya Wells, 23, Route 2, Hazel,
was northbound on 4th at 1:44 p.m.
when she reportedly looked away
for a moment. When she looked
back, a car driven by Angeline P.
McCuistion, 28, 808 S. 4th St., was

stopped ahead preparing to make a
left turn. The report said Wells hit
the brakes hard but could not avoid
the collision.
Wells, McCuiston and a passenger with her, Tammy Bomar, 28,
RL 5, Murray, were treated and
released from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Two other passenger, Chelsie McCuiston, 5 and
M.D. McCuiston, Jr., 2, were not
injured.
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A collection of living history artifacts was part of the fifth annual Ohio Valley History
Conference on Oct.
13-14, hosted by the Department of History at Murray State University. Ted Belue of Murray
(left) shows
a piece from the exhibit to (from left) Nancy Forderhase, a faculty member from Eastern
Kentucky University; Dr. Terry Strieter, associate professor of history at MSU and program chairman for
the conference; and David Turner, a member of the faculty at Davis and Elkins College, Elkins, W.Va.
The No-day
meeting included sessions on tobacco farming, German history and World War 11.

Puryear woman dies in house fire Sunday
An early morning house fire
Sunday in the Jones' Mill community near Puryear, Tenn. has left a
Puryear woman dead.
Gaynell McDonald, 42, died of
smoke inhalation in the fire which
started around 2:50 a.m., according
to a report from the Henry County
(Term.) Sheriff's Department. She
was employed as a medical technologist at the campus clinic at Murray State University.
Reports say the family had
recently bought a wood-burning
stove and had moved furniture
around to make room for the stove.
A couch reportedly had been

pushed against a wall heater, which
apparently activated during the
night and ignited the couch. McDonald was upstairs at the time. Firemen found her body at 6 a.m. near
an upstairs window.
When the fire started, McDonald's 14-year-old daughter, Kelly,
reportedly was told by her mother
to leave and get help. The daughter
ran down the private road the
McDonald residence was on and
called the Puryear Volunteer Fire
Department. McDonald's husband,
Bruce, was at work for the Board
of Public Utilities at the time of the
blaze. A son, Christopher, also was

FREE!
Reg.$45 to $55. My best friends and I
have a lot in common Like our ,
Quantum* perms There's a s49-1-ally
formulated perm for ea6h_Qfp6r hair
needs soft and natural, springy, full
curls or sleek waves We found three
different ways to have beautiful hair

The forecast for the new landing
time called for headwind gusts of a
maximum 23 mph, with gusts up to
35 mph expected in the afternoon.

Safety rules forbid landings if
headwinds reach 29 mph or crosswinds reach 18 mph. The astronauts have six runways to chose
from, so crossYinds aren't a
problem.
About an hour before landing,
Williams and pilot Mike McCulley
were scheduled to fire twin braking
rockets to drop the shuttle out of
orbit and begin its dive through the
atmosphere.

Studying the past
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great-looking
hair!
SALE 39.88
to 47.88

Edwards, about 80 miles north of
Los Angeles.
If winds were too strong, the
landing could be postponed until
Tuesday or Wednesday, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration said.

F4

not at home when the fire occured.
Three units from the communities of Puryear, Cottage Grove,
Whitlock and a unit from Paris
with a large water tank battled the
blaze which gutted the house. The
residence was located just off Hwy.

Police report weekend incidents
Murray Police Department officials are investigating a pair of
burglaries that occurred over the
weekend.
Late Friday night or early Saturday morning, the residence of Mark
Robertson, 804 N. 18th SL was
burglarized. Items taken included a
Winchester shotgun, a Radio Shack
computer, $70 in cash and coins,
and several other items. The total
value of the items taken was
$1,070.
The Noble Knight, 728 Fairlane,
reported a burglary between 7 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. Friday. The only
item reported missing was an antique mantle clock valued at $100.
In other police reports, Jack Jasper Gibson, 38, was arrested at
3:30 p.m. Friday on a warrant from
Virginia. He was charged with two
counts of sodomy in Virginia.

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Hello
Stranger!

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Cell

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

140 between Puryear and Hwy. 69.
Everett Cook, the Northwest
Tennessee Fire Marshall, has been
called in to conduct an investigation. This is standard procedure in
a fire involving a death.(Sec obituary on page 14.)
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Kost•ss Kathryn Outland 153 3079
14ostess Ing•borg Ksng 412(344

Detective Charles Peeler said Gibson has already waived extradition.

Garrison steps
down from local
hospital board
Jim Garrison, a 27-year member
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital board of directors, has
resigned his post on the board.
Garrison, who retired from the
Ryan Milk Co. in August, said he
felt it was "time to get off and let
someone else have a chance" at
shaping the hospital's direction.
"It's not one particular reason,"
Garrison said, "I just feel it's time
for some new ideas, new thoughts,
new faces. It's been a labor of love
and I'm thankful for my chance to
serve."
Board member and Calloway
County Judge/Executive George
Weaks said that Garrison has been
the "best board member ever" and
that he will try to talk Garrison into
remaining on the board.
"He has been a fantastic board
member," Weaks said.
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Foreman: decision made by time suggestion offered
WHEATCROFT, Ky. (AP) The decision to tear down a ventilation barrier had already been
made by the time a foreman at the
Western Kentucky mine where 10
men died in an explosion suggested
that such a move might alter airflow in the mine, according to a
published report.
Don Ramsey, a foreman at Pyro
Mining Co.'s William Station mine
near Wheincroft, said he thinks he
mentioned in a meeting of supervisors the day before the blast that
air passing the barrier might head
toward a longwall where the explosion occurred, The (Louisville)
Courier-Journal reported Sunday.
Investigators have been focusing
on the removal of the concrete barrier, which federal officials say
began about 15 minutes before the
Sept. 13 explosion.
Federal and state investigators
suspect that tearing down the barrier altered the air flow in the mine,
allowing explosive methane gas to
accumulate where the men were
dismantling a giant longwall mining machine.
After voicing his opinion at the
meeting, Ramsey told investigators,
at least one other supervisor said
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12 meeting, told investigators that
a small amount of air headed toward the longwall. Most of it was
going along the usual route, Hunt
said.
&Ramsey told the government
oTficials that the barrier was halfway torn down when he felt what
probably was the explosion.
He and the other miner razing
the barrier didn't know what had
happened and finished the job, he
told investigators.
Federal criminal investigators

BEATTYVILLE, Ky. (AP) Building a female political base at
the state level is the goal of a Lee
County woman recently elected
president of the National Federation of Republican Women.
To that end, Huda Jones wants to
get 500 women elected to state
legislatures across the country in
1990.
Next year's election offers a
great opportunity for women to
make inroads into statehouses
because 6,257 of the 7,468 seats
will be open, she said.
Nationwide, about 15,000
women serve in local government,
1,261 as state legislators and 122
as mayors of larger cities, Mrs.
Jones said.
Mrs. Jones, whose term as federation president begins Jan. 1, said
she wants to draw most legislative
candidates from the federation's
more than 140,000 national members. To help women establish
campaigns, she said, the federation
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could send air in the wrong direction or that it might endaner the
employees.
Slier declined to discuss the
newspaper's story Sunday.
Slier has said that Pyro moved
the barrier so it could get an accurate air reading in the new area
where the longwall was being set
up. MSHA required the reading to
be taken before mining there could
begin, and the company was hoping to start mining the following
Sunday, he said.
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Nationally Advertised Brands

GIGANTIC
ELECTRONICS

will make available pollsters and
campaign managers.
"Men have been networking for
a long time," she said, but women
still have to learn basic and
advanced campaign techniques.
For about one-tenth of the normal $5,000 fee, the federation provides pollsters to determine the
most important issues in an area
and a candidate's political viability. Mrs. Jones said she hoped
access to polling would encourage
more women to run for state office.
"When they know this is available, they are more apt to go out
and take the guesswork out of it,"
she said.
Mrs. Jones has been involved in
politics for about 25 years. She
worked for former Sen. Barry
Goldwater's presidential campaign
in 1964 and joined the Lee County
Republican Party in 1968. Her sole
bid for public office came in 1975,
when she ran unsuccessfully for
secretary of state.

DEAR ABBY: I've been reading sions of Section 510 of the New
your column in the New York Post York State Judiciary Law if the
since you started writing. I'm 88 issue arises the next time he is
years old, have been an American called. We have been advised by
citizen since 1930, and have worked the County Clerk's office that it
as both a musician and printer until is now their policy that those
three years ago. I'm now retired and prospective jurors over age 70
collect Social Security and union pen- who receive notice ofjury servsions.
ice will be permitted to serve at
Now,my reason f4-writing: I feel their option.",,.
that I, and other senior citizens, are
So,relax,Sam.You're still elibeing discriminated against because gible for jury duty.
a New York law prohibits men and
women who are over 75 from serving
** *
as jurors.
Last year I applied for jury duty
DEAR ABBY:I've never seen this
in the Brooklyn Supreme Court and discussed in your column,but I can't
was rejected because of my age. Isn't believe I'm the only one who has ever
that outrageous? Surely I don't need had this problem - woman or man.
the $12 a day it pays.
My husband and I had a very
When a man such as the late happy marriage. When he died, it
Claude Pepper could function bril- was too soon-it always is-but I'm
liantly in the U.S. Congress until his learning to live without him. No
untimely death recently at age 88, moping, no whining. I manage to
why should citizens be deprived of lead a busy, pleasant family and
serving asjurorssimply because they social life.
are more than 75 years old?
After a while, acquaintances and
I am sure therg are many others relatives began urging me to date
like me who could prove, by a physi- (There is no pressure from close
cian's certificate if necessary, that friends, who simply include me in
they could perform as efficiently as their plans.) I don't want to "date"
younger people.
and have said as much. Still, they
In all my 55 years of being an give my telephone number to likely
American citizen, I have never prospects,"so when I'm called,I make
missed voting. Abby, please help us excuses.
older folks.
I have my hands full fielding apSAMUEL PEVSNER proaches without this. I'm at a loss
to know how to handle the situation.
DEAR MR PEVSNER:I called Any help?
upon Sidney D. Rosoff, Esq. CONTENT ALONE
my trusty New York legal eagle.
His reply, in part:
DEAR CONTENT:Your signature is the perfect response.
"Dear Abby: You will be "Thank you. I'm content alone."
pleased to learn that by amendment of the New York State
Judiciary Law in 1987, effective
Sept. 1, 1987, they deleted the
provision that a juror had to be
The facts about drugs, AIDS and how
less than 76 years of age.(There to prevent unwonted pregnancy are all in
were obviously others who felt Abby's new, expanded booklet, "What
the same as Mr. Pevsner-that Every Teen Should Know."To order,send
`the riper the fruit,the sweeter it your name and address. plus check or
money

was a serious violation.
Pyro argues, however, that it was
not violating MSHA directives
when it tore down the barrier and
that doing so couldn't have
reversed the flow of air in the
mine. MSHA says the company did
not have permission to raze the
barrier.
Ron Siler, president of the West
Kentucky Division of Costain Coal
Inc., which includes Pyro, said
recently that Pyro had no reason to
suspect that removing the barrier

have alleged in sworn statements
that Pyro removed the barrier illegally because the mine wasn't evacuated. No charges have been
brought, and Pyro denies that any
crime was committed.
The company previously had
been warned by the federal Mine
Safety and Health Administration
that allowing air past the barrier
might endanger Pyro employees.
On July 30, the company was cited
for leaving a "mandoor" in the
barrier open, which MSHA said

A DWIStON OF TANDY CORPORATION

Jones pushing for more
women in state capitols

1

1

he was confident the air would
travel along the usual ventilation
route, away from the longwall,
because of air pressure in the mine,
according to the transcript.
Ramsey, who helped Leif down
the barrier, told investigators that
plans for changing the location of
barriers had pretty much been
made when he arrived at the
meeting.
In their interviews with investigators, two of the other supervisors
at the meeting said they had been
assured before the barrier was
removed that its "mandoor" had
been left open at some point.
That indicated, they said, that air
had been moving safely past the
barrier and so its removal wasn't
an issue.
One supervisor also told investigators that after he detected
methane during the rescue effort,
he told Ramsey to replace the barrier with a cloth curtain, according
to the transcript. But he said the
curtain made no difference in the
methane level.
Another mine employee, Larry
Hunt, who was making safety
checks when the barrier was razed
but apparently was not at the Sept.
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PERSPECTIVE
Forgetting Teddy's advice
in Panama

While no vital U.S. interest was
lost in the Panama debacle, the
President's prestige and his reputation for cool competence, critical
national assets, have been
damaged.
In truth, it is no one else's fault
but the President's own. Mr. Bush
invited us to judge his mettle on
Panama; he put his nation's credibility on the line; and we blew it.
America was caught, in flagrante,
implicated too deeply in a coup to
evade responsibility for its failure,
but not deeply enough to make it
succeed.
In asserting the U.S. has no moral obligation to use force to guarantee democracy in Latin America,
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney is
dead right. Had we ignored Gen.
Manuel Noriega, last week's coup
would have been but another in an
endless series that pockmark the
history of that tiny country.
But as candidate and President,
Mr. Bush magnified and elevated
the little despot to the stature of
hemispheric villain. We indicted
him; we imposed sanctions; Mr.
Bush said, "Noriega must go!" He
encouraged Panama's Defense
Force to overthrow him; he waved
the Big Stick of military intervention. And, when the crunch came,
the U.S. was irresolute, halting,
timid. We forgot Teddy
Roosevelt's maxim, "never hit
soft." Whether through lack of
planning, lousy communication or
cold feet, the U.S. was made to
look ridiculous; and, Mr. Bush is
now in some danger of being perceived as a man of bluster and
bluff.
"I have never seen so many
blood thirsty people as ... over the
last week ... who say we should
have used force," said a bitter Mr.
Cheney.
Fair enough. Some of those
assaulting Mr. Bush for not sending in a battalion to seize Noriega
would have been first and loudest
in calling it "Mr. Bush's War" if
500 troops of the PDF took to the
hills and started picking off U.S.
soldiers. But, this, too, was predictable. What we are witnessing is the
pathetic harvest of Mr. Bush's
spring planting of all those wonderful seeds of "bipartisanship."
For months, Democrats have
been lying in the weeds waiting for
a chance to pay Mr. Bush back for
Willy Horton. Now, they have it.
Hopefully, Mr. Bush's Panama
review will go beyond sorting out
the details of the failed coup, and
will consider the revealed, and
troubling, weaknesses of his young
presidency.
A naturally cautious President,
Mr. Bush's caution served him
brilliantly in Europe, when, after
reflection, he advanced a proposal
for U.S-Soviet withdrawals that
coolly challenged Gorbachev to
pull 300,000 troops back from Central Europe, and would, if accepted,

cut Soviet forces so deeply as to
rule out the standing-start invasion
that has been NATO's nightmare
for a generation.
Where Mr. Bush appears to fall
short is in his seeming inability to
see the opportunity that lies in crisis. That the President is a measured and moderate man, an Eisenhower, all now concede; the question, raised again by Panama, is
whether he is a bold and decisiie
one. Can he play Patton as well as
Eisenhower? ,
When the terrorists of Hezbollah
released that photo of the lynched
Co. William Higgins, Mr. Bush had
a united nation behind him, a
heaven-sent opportunity to force
the hostage crisis to conclusion, to
hold Iran, snake pit of antiAmerican terror, finally accountable. A naval blockade of Iran,
until the Americans in Lebanon
were freed, would have turned the
tables on Tehran, held Rafsanjani's
regime hostage, and riveted the
world's attention. Had the hostages
been executed (that possibility
always exists), Mr. Bush could
have used U.S. naval and air power
against Iran, giving the world an
object lesson that state terrorism
against the U.S. is an insane enterprise. Had the hostages come
home, all our lost prestige would
have been recaptured. Instead, Mr.
Bush seemed to be seeking a way
out of the crisis; and, when a second "execution" was "postponed,"
he seized it.
He marched up the hill; and then
marched down again.
Hopefully, Mr. Bush will also
ask himself how he got into this
Panama mess in the first place?
For, the answer lies in reactive
politics, not in any cold-eyed
assessment of American vital
interests.
While General Noriega is a
repulsive character, he is not now,
and never has been, a primary
threat to vital U.S. interests in the
region; he is fourth on a list including Castro, the Sandinistas, and the
Marxist guerrillas in El Salvador,
who, if they take over, will tip the
balance of power toward revolution, wiping out U.S. interests in
Central America, and propelling a
tide of refugees north into Texas.
Yet, as we fulminate against
Noriega, and ruin with sanctions
the economy of a nation, 75 percent of whose people voted against
him, Secretary of State James Baker cuts a deal abandoning the contras; and El Salvador remains a forgotten backwater of official
concern.
Mr. Bush is headed for a rough
patch. His perceived loss of nerve
is going to be contrasted with
LBJ's decisiveness in 1965, in
entering the Dominican Republic,
and with Ronald Reagan's in 1983,
in liberating Grenada. Comparisons
are already being drawn with Jack
Kennedy's failure of nerve at the
Bay of Pigs.
Yet, as Abraham Lincoln said,
this, too, shall pass away. Mr. Bush
has an immense reservoir of good
will with the American people,
who readily forgive Presidents their
early mistakes. That failed coup
was a tragic embarrassment; it is
not a terminal blunder.

Today In History
Today is Monday, Oct. 23, the 296th day of 1989. There are 69 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 23, 1983, 241 U.S. Marines and sailors in Lebanon died in an
explosion caused by a suicide truck-bomber who crashed into the U.S.
compound at Beirut International Airport. An almost simultaneous attack
on French forces in the Lebanese capital claimed the lives of 58
paratroopers.
On this date:
In 1864, forces led by Union General Samuel R. Curtis defeated Confederate General Stirling Price's army in Missouri.
In 1910, Blanche S. Scott became the first woman to make a solo public airplane flight, reaching an altitude of 12 feet as she sailed across a
park in Fort Wayne, Ind.
In 1915, 25,000 women marched in New York City, demanding the
right to vote.
In 1942, during World War H, Britain launched a major offensive
against Axis forces at El Alamein, Egypt.
In 1946, the United Nations General Assembly convened in New York
for the first time, at an auditorium in Flushing Meadow.
In 1947, Screen Actors Guild President Ronald Reagan told the House
Un-American Activities Committee the best way to combat communist
influence in Hollywood was "to make democracy work."
In 1956, an anti-Stalinist revolt that was subsequently crushed by
Soviet troops began in Hungary.
In 1958, Soviet poet and novelist Boris Pasternak, author of "Doctor
Zhivago." won the Nobel Prize in literature. However, Kremlin authorities pressured Pasternak into relinquishing the award.
In 1973, in a surprising reversal, President Nixon agreed to turn White
House tape recordings requested by the Watergate special prosecutor over
to Judge John J. Sirica.
Thought for Today: "Truth is not introduced into the individual from
without, but was within him all the time." —Soren Kierkegaard, Danish
philosopher (1113-11155).
— 1, no Associated Preis
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Chicago can't hold candle to Colombia
Part of Chicago's legacy is the
crime syndicate. Al Capone was
our biggest name, but others
achieved national reputations:
Frank Nitti, Jake Guzik, Dion
O'Banion, Tony Accardo, to name
only a few of the many mugs.
Even before the TV show "The
Untouchables," which spread our
gangster folklore nationwide, peoThe latest development, at least
ple in much of the world identified
Chicago with Capone, the Tommy as this was being written:
A newspaper, one of Colombia's
gun and the bloody booze wars of
largest, has been critical of the
Prohibition days.
After prohibition, it didn't end. drug merchants. It has editorially
The Outfit, as it also was called, supported the government's position of hunting down the top drug
turned to gambling, unions, strip
bosses and extraditing them to the
joints, drugs and other money makUnited States.
ers. Disputes were still settled with
This displeased the Colombian
a bullet in the head and the wake
drug lords. But they didn't send an
held in a car trunk.
angry letter to the newspaper's
In reality, New York was always
Voice of the People section. They
a bigger mob town and still is.
didn't cancel their subscriptions or
New York had more so-called
"families," more Mafia killings, threaten an advertising boycott.
They took a more direct
and still does.
approach. A car, with about 120
But because of Capone, "The
Untouchables" and various movies, pounds of explosives, was parked
in front of the newspaper building.
Chicago kept the top-gun
When the debris settled, four of the
reputation.
newspaper's employees were dead,
Now, however, it is time we
gave it up. And not to New York, several more were injured, the roof
of the building had collapsed, the
either. Or any other city in the
printing presses, computers and
United States.
other equipment were damaged,
Our gangsters, the toughest and
and the building was a shambles.
meanest of them from the past to
Now the newspaper isn't sure it
the present, are a bunch of weenies
can stay in business. Even if it
compared to the drug mob in
does, I'm sure that many of its
Colombia.
employees are considering another
Nothing that went on during Proline of work.
hibition or since comes cleise to the
_
That was this week. Last week
war that is going on between the
four newsmen working for other
Colombian drug gangs and the Colpublications were gunned down.
ombian government and those who
So, over only a few days, eight
side with the government.

Letter To The Editor
Senate Majority Floor
Leader Likes Cherry
Dear Editor;
The citizens of Murray have the
opportunity to elect a leader who
has a proven record of concern,
and that individual is Bill Cherry.
I have known Bill for a number
of years and have watched him lobby diligently for secondary education, higher education, youth programs and support for the elderly.
As a teacher and supervisor in high
school, he is well known for his
work in agriculture and with youth
organizations such as FFA. Bill
was at the forefront in the efforts to
obtain the Livestock and Exposition Center in Murray and the
Breathitt Veterinary and Diagnostic
Center at Hopkinsville.

We all know local leadership
will effectively attract state and
regional support if it is comprised
of individuals with a positive
image. If elected to the Office of
Mayor for the City of Murray, I am
confident that Bill Cherry will continue to work for state recognition
and support for your city and region. He is an outstanding candidate
and would be an outstanding
elected leader.
Sincerely,
Joe Wright
Majority Floor Leader
Ky State Senate
Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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newsmen have been killed. Shocking? Not in Colombia. In the past
dozen years, about 40 others were
murdered by the hired guns of the
drug bosses. Some who were murdered hadn't even written anything.
They were just handy symbols.
Now, a short quiz: How many
newsmen were killed by the Chicago crime syndicate during and after
Prohibition? Five, 10, 15?
If you guessed more than one,
you failed. And that single reporter
who was knocked off wasn't published for being critical of the mob.
To the contrary — he was on the
mob's payroll and was gunned
down for pulling a double-cross.
But in Colombia, they blow up
the entire newspaper building.
They kill editors, reporters, circulation drivers, anybody who is
handy.
Of course, that means they are
merely upset. When they get really
mad, they murder a leading presidential candidate, knock off a few
judges, kill a businessman or two,
and threaten the entire govenment,
the business establishment and
everything else that holds a civilized country together.
And while they're at it, they use
some of their billions to bribe
members of the government, the
police, the military and anyone else
who can be useful. At the rate
they're going, anyone who isn't
murdered will be working for them.
They could become the
government.
Al Capone would be filled with
awe. As big as he was, he ended up
in prison for cheating on his taxes.
In Colombia, they don't dare ask

the drug lords to file returns. The
tax collectors might be blown up.
So that's how the great drug war
is going. Our leaders talk tough.
Colombia's leaders wonder if there
are bombs under their beds.
And so far, the Colombian drug
kings are winning. Obviously. The
whole idea of the drug war was to
capture the top guys and extradite
them to this country for trial.
That's what set off the murders and
bombings. This might be a nice
country to visit, but the Colombian
drug kings don't want to live here.
Actually, it might be better if
they aren't caught and extradited.
They play by a different set of
rules than our gangsters do.
Let's say one or two of the top
Colombian drug billionaires are
caught and shipped here. How will
they and their underlings react?
4f they think nothing of killing
their own presidential candidates,
their own judges, editors, and
businessmen, will they hesitate to
send a message to us?
What can be done to stop their
gunmen from taking out some of
our judges, senators, Cabinet members, or their family members?
Not a thing. If they decide to do
it, there is no way it can be prevented. And they've shown that
they're capable of doing it.
And what have we done in Colombia's war? We've sent them a
few military doodads, a few advisers, and wished them lots of luck.
Maybe a simple greeting card
from President Bush would be a
better idea. Just something that
says: "Nice try. But why don't we
forget the whole thing?"

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURREEN
Ten years ago
Dr. Jerrell White, pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church, was
elected as m,oderator of Blood
River Baptist Association at 111th
annual session at First and Elm
Grove Churches, Murray, and First
Missionary Baptist, Benton.
Betty Lou Hill was named as
"Woman of the Year" by Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club.
Calloway County High School
Band won first place in parade
competition at Todd County Festival of Bands at Elkton on Oct. 20.
"Year of the Child" will be the
theme of the 1979 Homecoming
Parade with approximately 100
units at Murray State University on
Oct. 27.
Twenty years ago
Two 4-H club members from
Calloway County, Kathy Stubblefield and Robert Blalock, have
returned home after an eight-day
tour of Ohio and Indiana with the
Kentucky 4-H Dairy Judging Team.
Mrs. Martha Carter and Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn attended Kentucky Convention of United Daughters
of the Confederacy held Oct. 9 and
10 at Owensboro.
Mn. Harold Eversmeyer of Murray is teaching a Cake Decorating
Class for Calloway County Extension Service.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mobley and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Broach. Oct_ 18.

Thirty years ago
Approximately two-thirds of the
city taxes have been paid, according to Stanford Andrus, city clerk.
The penalty will begin Nov. 1.
Rozella Outland, Charlie Lassiter, Aubema Perkins, J.H. Perkins,
Ruth Lassiter, Newman Grogan,
Ruby Grogan, Beaurdean Wrather,
Mellie Hopson, Alvah Galloway,
Virginia Galloway, Emu Crisp,
Rhoda Herndon, Maxine Beale,
Anna Roberts, Ovie Galloway,
Julia Griffin and Jack Griffin were
installed as new officers of Temple
Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star.
Births reported include twins,
boy and girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller, Sept. 26.
Forty yeart ago
Shirley Joyce Chiles won top
prize with her piano solo of "Butterfly" at Talent Show, sponsored
by Murray High School PTA.
Lochie Faye Hart acted as mistress
of ceremonies.
The Mothers Club of Murray
Training School voted to become a
PTA, according to Mrs. Harlan
Hodges, president. Mrs. 011ie Barnett presented a program on
"Safety."
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ragsdale, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Williams,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Fills, Oct. II; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse McNutt, Oct. 13; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Colson and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buster Paschall, Oct. 14; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hobert Brandon, Oct. 15.
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Rick and Stacy Murdock are
among 10 national finalists in the
1989 Soil and Water Conservation
Awards Program.
The Murray couple made the cut
from 50 finalists - one per state - to
the top 10. Now they have a chance
to be one of three national winners.
"Stacy and I are really proud that
we're representing Kentucky this
year," Rick Murdock said.
The finalists are being recognized this weekend in Milwaukee
for their methods of agricultural
conservation.
Three national winners will be
chosen to receive a Dec. 13-15
expense-paid trip to Washington,
D.C, for a White House ceremony
and other events. National winners
also receive $1,000 cash.
Murdock has been a full-time
farmer for 10 years and has been
involved with soil and water conservation programs from the outset.
His conservation methods
include using grass waterways, rip-

cAchecri SZ4449ciAahon/
ing ponds to freeze over without
opening places for them to drink
may cause them to walk out on the
pond and fall through the ice.
If the coat gets wet and there is a
wind, the evaporation factor will
lower body temperature even more.
A wind-break will help offset this.
farm animals.
There are other specific things to
watch out for, such as anti-freeze
poisoning. Some animals, especially dogs, have a taste for the
ethylene glycol, which has a sweetish flavor and an attractive odor.
Minute amounts, however, are
lethal and damage, even if your
animal does not die, is irreversible.
Puddles of antifreeze are often
seen in driveways and on streets
when radiators have flowed over,
and in subfreezing weather may be
the only liquid available.
Other animals, notably cats, utilize the warmth of automobile
engines to keep warm. While dogs
usually get under a car, cats will
often get on the engine itself or
under the hood somewhere near it.
Starting the engine often kills the
animal.

Economist predicts record year
in foreign market tobacco sales
Foreign market demand for
American blended cigarettes and
increased burley tobacco supplies
could result in a record-breaking
year for U.S. burley trade, said a
University of Kentucky economist.
"During the first seven months
of this year, U.S. barley exports
were up 8 percent in volume and
16 percent in value compared to
the same time period last year,"
said Will Snell, UK Extension agricultural economist for the College
of Agriculture.
Snell said the U.S. October crop
report estimates burley production
to be at 545 million pounds, which
is 14 percent above last year's
amount, but below the 671 million
pound effective quota.
"Kentucky burley growers, who
generally produce 65 to 70 percent
of the nation's burley crop, are

Alcott warns
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USDA program
deadline
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According to Steve Alcott, district conservationist, with the Soil
Conservation Service the Jan. 1,
1990, deadline of the Food Security Act for developing an approved
conservation plan is only approximately 2 months away. This only
applies to existing landowners that
have cropland classified as highly
erodible and who are wanting to
continue or plan to participate with
USDA programs.
Several of the USDA programs
affected would consist of Farmers
Home Administration Loans, federal crop insurance, ASCS price supports, tobacco programs, Commodity Credit Storage payments, Conservation Reserve Program annual
payments, and other programs
under which USDA makes cornrnodity related payments.
Alcou stated that approximately
1,300 landowners and operators
have approved conservation plans
by the Calloway County Conser4adon District leaving approximately
200 more requested plans to prepare before 1990.
If any landowner or operator
who is planning to participate in
USDA programs after 1990 and
hasn't requested a conservation
plan, they need to do so as soon as
possible. If anyone has not made a
request or is in doubt that a plan
has been completed and who wants
to participate they can contact SCS
located in the Bel Air Shopping
Center or call 753-5151.
All programs and services of the
Soil Conservation Service are
offered on a nondiscriminatory
basis, without regard to race, color,
national origin, religion, sex, age,
marital status, or handicap.

However, I doubt if they will be
commercially available by next
year," he said.
A new cable-hoist housing system designed by UK agricultural
engineers was tried out by a few
Kentucky farmers who built facilities designed for it It seemed to
work well, Duncan said.
"This one-worker housing system may fit into some farmers'
operations. Those interested in the
system should start looking into it
now, before they set out beds in the
spring," he said.

Crops,livestock sales in 1988
total more than $2.5 billion
Sales of crops and livestock by
Kentucky farmers in 1988 totaled
more than $2.5 billion dollars
which was slightly higher than
1987 figures according to preliminary data recently released by the
Economic Research Service of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
"Kentucky ranked 23rd among
the 50 states in cash farm receipts
despite the 1988 drought," said
David Debertin, agricultural economist with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Cash receipts from the sale of
crops in Kentucky totaled $992
million in 1988, an increase of $80
million over 1987.
"In Kentucky, reduced crop

rap drop structures and diversion
ditches to prevent soil erosion. He
has also implemented a grazing
rotation program to prevent land
erosion.
Murdock has tried to share his
conservation knowledge with
others. This summer he hosted
groups from the summer tours of
the Kentucky Young Farmer Association and the Kentucky Farm
Bureau.
"We're trying to help educate
people by demonstrating what
we're doing," Murdock said.
He grows row crops and raises
livestock on his 700-acre farm, 12
miles southwest of Murray.
Although implementing soil and
water conservation techniques can
be costly, he said, the efforts are
well-drained and he doesn't have
erosion problems.
The nine other farmers and
ranchers chosen as finalists are
from Colorado, Connecticut, Indiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Ohio,

South Carolina, South Dakota and
Utah.
They were honored at a national
awards ceremony Sunday in Milwaukee during the annual convention of the American Agricultural
Editors' Association.

The annual awards program was
started in 1983. The program is
funded by the Du Pont Company
and is sponsored by the National
Endowment for Soil and Water
Conservation, a non-profit organization established in 1982.

$89.95
FUJIKA KS4A
11,000 BTU
All Wicks & Replacement
Parts for Most Kerosene Heaters
SEE ON DISPLAY AT

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
208 E. Main

Farm labor supply expected
to remain tight during next year
The farm labor supply is
expected to continue to be tight
next year due to a projected
increase in industrial jobs around
the state. That could hurt tobacco
farmers dependent on seasonal
labor, especially those who take
advantage of quota increases.
Tobacco farmers have several
options they may want to consider
if there is another labor shortage
next year, said George Duncan,
Extension agricultural engineer for
the University of Kentucky Collsge
of Agriculture.
"The 1990 tobacco quota is
expected to be about the same or
greater, so there will be considerable tobacco to be planted and
harvested," Duncan said. "Farmers
need to decide if they can put out
the full crop and have enough labor
to get it in. They May need to plan
and plant according to housing and
labor capabilities, keeping in mind
the amount of tobacco needed to
have adequate income."
Duncan said one option farmers
have is migrant labor. Some farmers hired migrant labor from the
southern part of the U.S. However,
a lot of red tape and paperwork is
involved.
"University of Kentucky
researchers still are developing
experimental tobacco harvesters.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Murdock's in top ten for national award
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It seems simplistic to keep
reminding owners of animals that
winter months make extra animal
care measures necessary, yet every
year brings a few reports of farm
animals that froze to death with
inadequate care and pets which
were injured or killed either by
cold weather or in an attempt to
keep warm.
Usually all that is necessary is to
remember that animals need .more
food when the temperature drops
below their comfort threshold, that
they always need an available
supply of water and that they
sometimes need a windbreak.
Consider cattle. Cows with a
typical winter coat are comfortable
at 32 degrees Fahrenheit, if their
coats are dry, and if the wind chill
factor is taken into account. As a
rough rule of thumb, food intake
should be increased by one per cent
for every degree below 32 degrees.
For example, when the temperature
is 15 degrees and the wind is 15
miles an hour, the effective temperature is zero. Therefore, a 32 per
cent increase in food is necessary.
All animals need water. For
cattle, the need is constant Allow-
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yields because of the 1988 drought
were largely offset by higher crop
prices and an improved tobacco
market," said Debenin, who added
that Kentucky ranked 25th in the
nation in cash receipts from crops.
California ranked first, selling
more than $11 billion of crops.
Cash receipts from livestock
sales and products such as milk,
totaled more than $1.5 billion, a
slight rise over 1987 figures, he
said.
Kentucky ranks 21st in the
nation for cash receipts from livestock while Texas is ranked first
with cash receipts totaling more
than $6 billion.
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expected to produce 387 million
pounds for 1989 with an average
yield of 2,250 pounds per acre," he
said.
Burley producers usually watch
the flue-cured tobacco market for
price fluctuations to get an idea of
what to expect when the burley
market opens in late November,
Snell said. Currently the average
flue-cured tobacco price is at $1.67
per pound, reflecting the 8-cent
increase over the 1988 price. Snell
added that less than one percent of
the flue-cured crop went under
government loan.
"Imports totaled 118 million
pounds for the year ending July 1,
1989 which was 44 million pounds
less than last year," he said. "U.S.
cigarette manufacturers may be
forced to keep a significant level of
foreign burley stocks this year, due
to the large amount of underproduction of the burley quota.
"Overall, I think it's a good
quality crop. Given the increasing
foreign demand for U.S. tobaccos
and tobacco products we should
expect a fairly strong 1989
market."

753-3361

LET'S SOW WHEAT
Call:

Hutson's Ag Service, Inc.
For Your Wheat
Planting Needs!
Wheat Varieties
•Cardinal
•Saluda

•Coker 916
•Caldwell

Tru-Spread & Air Flow
Precission Spreading Available
Your Friends At

HUTSON AG SERVICE
753-1933
Murray

498-8142
Hazel

753-6414
Wiswell

REBATES
REBATES
REBATES
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP CORP.
RESIDENTIAL HEAT PUMP AND WATER HEATER PROGRAMS
Under the new residential Energy Services Program the Cooperative will now be providing the following programs for residential
members:
WKRECC will reimburse a homeowner $75 per ton for installing
an efficient electric HEAT PUMP in a new home (less a $100
inspection fee). New home must have an electric W.a.ter heater.*
OR
WKRECC will reimburse a homeowner $50 per ton for installing
an efficient electric HEAT PUMP in an existing home (less a $100
inspection fee).*
AND
WKRECC will reimburse a homeowner a maximum of $200 for
an electric WATER HEATER in a NEW all electric home.
AND
WKRECC will also loan a homeowner up to $7500 (interestbearing loan; 10.25% at this printing) for a HEAT PUMP for a
NEW or an EXISTING HOME (with a maximum of 10 years to
repay loan). New home must have an electric water heater.*
*Provided the home meets certain WKRECC-TVA cntena arid thermal standards. Homes must pass TVA
inspection to quality tor rebates and heat pump financing.

CLEAN, SAFE
RELIABLE ELECTRICITY
UCK

On Nov. 7th
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WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
Cooperative Corporation
753-5012
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Many persons visit in homes in area
Oct. 9, 1989
The Rev. Glynn Orr visited in
Puryear, Tenn., on Saturday afternoon with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr, and the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes, Mrs. Jewel
Key, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Mrs.
Estelle Morris.
Carlie B. Paschall visited Joetta
Paschall on Sunday.
MT. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Nashville, Tenn., the Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and Ricky of Murray
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr in
Puryear the weekend of Sept. 22
and 23. The Wyatts also visited in
my home and with the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes.
Louise Holley is a surgery
patient at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.
Chris Fletcher, 12, received a pin
for eight years perfect attendance
in Sunday School. Jeffery Fletcher,
9, received a pin for six years.
Danny Fletcher, 6, received a pin
for four years. They are the sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher of
Point Pleasant Baptist Church.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
gave a dinner party Sept. 16 in
honor of their daughter, Tabitha, on
her 13th birthday. Other guests
were Erica Shankle, Andrea Baker,

Tony& Martin, Ginny Knot and
Angie Stanton.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Farley of
Memphis visited Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones recently. Mrs. Jones
is confined at home with phlebitis.
The Rev. Malcolm Norton visited me on Thursday afternoon.
Ken Warren Sykes was unable to
be at his church on first Sunday
and Wednesday night because of
the flu. He was able to be back
Oct. 8. The Rev. John McDougal
filled his place.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Kaminski enjoyed
dinner at the Pizza Inn Friday night
in observance of birthdays of Pat
and Carolyn Kaminski and Marilyn
Sykes. Matthew Sykes visited
Grandma Joetta Paschall Friday
night. Ashley Kaminski visited Mr.
and Mrs. Ricky Orr Friday night.
Mr.and Mrs. Morris Jenkins had
a dinner in their home Sunday, Oct.
8, in honor of the eighth birthday
of their grandson, Troy Jenkins.
Those present were Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam, Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Jenkins, Kit, Jill and
Troy Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Jenkins, Malone and Blake Jenkins, and Katherene Etheridge.
Afternoon visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. Clovis Wimberly.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and

Your style is all your own. So why not
protect your wardrobe investment with
our superior Sanitone drycleaning? As a
Certified Master Drycleaner, we insure
the highest standards in quality
fabric care. Sanitone. The drycleaning process recommended
by Diane Von Furstenberg.

Ladies at Oaks
to play golf, bridge
at club Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Humphrey
of Murray celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday,
Oct. 21, with a private dinner at
Kentucky Dam Village Inn.
They were joined by their
daughter, Mrs. Gail Gage and husband, Bill, of St. Charles, Mo.
Also present were friends, Mr.
and Mrs. Dave Morris of Nashville,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jackson of St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Humphrey and Mr.
and Mrs. Gage are planning a trip
to the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park in Tennessee and
North Carolina.
The couple was married by E.L.
Smith at Angola, hid.
Mrs. Humphrey, the former Irene
Boggess, is the daughter of the late
Richard Boggess and Bettie Austin
Boggess of Calloway County.
Mr. Humphrey is the son of the
late Lee Humphrey and Lula McClain Humphrey, also of Calloway
County. He worked for Ford Motor
Co., Detroit, Mich., for several
years. After returning to Calloway
County, he worked for Murray
Division of Tappan Company until
retirement.
They are members of Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Ladies day events at Oaks Country Club will be Wednesday, Oct.
25.
Bridge with Crystal Parks as
hostess will be played starting at
9:30 a.m.
Golf play was not held Oct. 18
because of the weather.
Martha Broach will be hostess
for golf play to start at 9:30 a.m.
Any one not listed in the line-up
may come and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Angie Glisson, Sue
Thweatt, Treasa Norsworthy and
Martha Ryan;
Tee 2B - Peggy Allgood, Debbie
Shapla, Cheryl Elkins and Mary A.
Gamer;
Tee 2A - Vickie Oliver, Kathryn
Outland, Melva Hatcher and Hazel
Dr. Viola P. Miller, dean of the
Beale;
Tee 4 - Sue Lamb, Sina Richard- Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach at Murray
son, Sue Wells and Anita
State University, and Dr. John
Gallimorc;
Yates, assistant dean of the center,
Tee 5 - Laura Parker, Marge
recently attended the National UniFoster, Mabel Aogers and Florence
versity Continuing Education AssoHensley;
ciation
conference for Region III in
Tee 7 - Irene Woods, Erma
Tuck, Mary Wells and Lee 13Jacicsburg, Va.
"Workforce 2000: Challenge for
Christenberry;
Change"
was the theme for the
Tee 8 - Burlene Brewer, Grace
James, Bobbie Burks and Mary C. meeting, which included represenLamb;
Tee 9 - Sue Stone, Doris Rose,
Isabel Parks and Linda Oliver.

Miller, Yates attend region conference
tatives of continuing education and
academic outreach programs from
throughout the Southeast.
Ms. Miller earned the B.A.
degree at Northwestern State University of Louisiana, the M.S.
degree at Tulanc University and the
Ed.D. degree at the University of
Alabama. She joined the Murray
state faculty in 1976.
Yates received the B.S. and
M.A. degrees at Murray State and

Angie Dickinson
talks on glamour

SHIRTS
Five Shirts
$400
for
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son, Matthew, and the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee and daughter, Tabitha, visited the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes on Friday.
Mr.and Mrs. Gary Fletcher,
Chris, Jeffery and Danny visited
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher
Saturday.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Angie
Dickinson says she knows how age
puts limits on glamour.
In the 1960s, she told People
magazine, agent Irving "Swifty"
Lazar told her: "'You're too old to
be wearing hot pants.' I was in my
early 30s, and he was right."
"Certain things don't work after
a certain point. It's just good
taste," said the 58-year-old actress,
who stars with Telly Savalas in an
upcoming "Kojak" movie on
ABC.
"You think you'll look good or
that they've photographed you
well, but you end up fooling
yourself."

Tues., Wed., Thurs. & Fri. Oct. 24, 25, 26 & 27

4 Piece Broasted Chicken Dinner

$3.69

Peggy Billington, left, Calloway County DES Director, spoke about
"Emergency Procedures for Earthquakes" at a meeting of Murray
Civitan Club on Thursday, Oct. 19, at Homeplace Restaurant. John
Emerson, right, club president, announced final plans for Country
Ham and Bean Dinner to be Sasturday, Oct. 28, from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Rudy's Restaurant.

Includes: Broasted Potatoes, Slaw, Rolls & Honey. Reg. Orders
Only.
Open: Tues.-Thurs. 4-8 p.m.; Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sunday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Closed Monday

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Owners: Louie and Sue Williams
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off Hwy. 121
Off Hwy. 121 South
CLOSING FOR 111E SEASON DECEMBER 3rd AT 8 p.m.

Invited To Participate
In The

'Murray Magical
Christmas" Parade

Efficient Central
Wood/Coal Furnace for
Whole-Home Heating!
Available in Two Sizes
model CWF200

...$1299

• Cast-iron shaker grate for coal or wood
burning.
• 10 secondary heating tubes for more
heat transfer.
•Thermostatically controlled combustion air blower (1450 CFM)

The Christmas season is approaching in Murray and on
Saturday, December 2nd, the Rotary Club sponsors its
"Annual Christmas Parade." This year the Murray Retail
Promotions Committee plans a gala celebration before and
after the parade which will insure a truly fabulous "Murray
Magical Christmas" season.
Your school groups,church groups,band or music group is
invited to be an entry in the parade! This year, the Rotary
Club is giving over $600 in cash prizes to any noncommercial entrantsjudged superior. Byjoini ng the parade,
your organization can have lots ofChristm as fun and maybe
raise some money at the same time. Entrants need not think
an eleborate "float" is needed to enter the parade. A truck or
wagon decorated in the Nurary Magical Christmas" theme
just might be enough to win!!
Parade co-chairmen this year are Jim Tate, owner of
Murray Auto Auction, and Don E. Jones.
As in the past years, entrants will line up at 9:30 a. m
Saturday on 10th Street and proceed downtown.The parade
will begin at 1030 a.m In case of rain, listen to the radio to
see if the parade is cancelled. If cancelled Saturday, we will
have the parade beginning at 2:00 p.m on the following
Sunday with the line up at 1:00 p.m.
Call 763-5171 to enter.
Mail Entries to: 'Rotary Club", P.O. Box 411,
Murray, Hy. 42071

the Ed.D. degree from Memphis
State University. He has been with
MSU since 1977.

Murray Club ladies
will play golf
at club Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, Oct.
25, starting at 10 a.m.
Evelyn Jones and Venela Sexton
will be hostesses for golf play. Any
one not listed in the lineup may
come and be paired at the tee.
Golf play was held Oct. 18
because of the weather.
The Women's Golf Awards banquet will be Wednesday, Oct. 25,
with a social hour at 6 p.m. and
dinner at 7 p.m., according to Tonja Fike and Ethelene McCallon,
golf chairmen.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Lowry, Lula Bingham, Hazel Hill and Sue Brown;
Tee 2 - Venela Sexton, Cathryn
Garrott, Evelyn Jones and Margaret
Shuffett;
Tee 3 - Frances Hulse, Jerlene
Sullivan, Virginia Schwettman and
Billie Cohoon; Am,
Tee 4 - Betty Sinn, Madelyn
LOamb, Anna Mary Adams and
Betty Hinton;
Tee 5 - Toni Hopson, Inus Orr,
Tonja Fike and Della Miller;
Tee 6 - Rebecca Irvan, Rowena
Cullom, Betty Scott and Frances
Richey;
Tee 7 - Nancy Haverstock, Norma Frank, Martha Sue Ryan and
Edith Garrison;
Tee 8 - Louise Lamb, Peggy
Shoemaker, LaVern Ryan and Patty
Claypool;
Tee 9 - Ann Brown, Martha
Enix, Marion Poole and Aileen
Castrale.
Giving a bottle to the baby as a
pacifier at night is a no-no, according to Beech-Nut Nutrition Corp.
Prolonged contact with a sweet solution, such as sweetened water,
juice or baby formula, can cause
tooth decay.
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Jean Lindsey represents chapter
at convention held at Phoenix
Jean Lindsey of Chapter M of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood of Murray,
has returned from the convention
of International Chapter of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood held in Phoenix,
Ariz., Sept. 18-20.
Mrs. Lindsey was among 1.350
delegates representing 242,000
P.E.O. members in the United
States and Canada.
In addition to the business of the
convention, participants experienced "A Celebration of the Arts"
presented by the faculty of Cottey
College, Nevada, Mo., a liberal arts
college for women owned by
P.E.O.
Ruth Stafford Peale, noted
speaker and wife of Norman Vincent Peale, gave the closing
address. A banquet program featured Up With People in a showcase of music.
The P.E.O. Sisterhood is an
international organization with an
interest in providing women
increased opportunities for higher
education. Its projects include the
P.E.O. Educational Fund, Cottey
Junior College, International Peace
Scholarship Fund, and the Program
for Continuing Education.
The Educational Fund was
created to assist qualified women
in attaining educational goals.

Since its inception in 1907, more
than 25 million dollars has been
lent to 26,003 students.
Cottey College has been owned
and supported by P.E.O. since
1927.
The International Peace Scholarship Fund is an expression of
P.E.O. belief that education is fundamental to world peace and
understanding. For the 1989-1990
academic year, scholarships were
awarded to 204 women from 56
foreign countries for study in the
United States and Canada. Following graduation, these women return
to their own countries to work
among their people. From 1949 to
the present, nearly six million dollars has been given to 2.500 students representing 110 countries.
The program for Continuing
Education, established in 1973,
provides grants for women in fields
of their interest, in which they seek
purposeful goals for self and service. This project has awarded over
three million dollars in small grants
to over 7,000 women.
P.E.O. was founded as a college
sorority at Iowa Wesleyan College
at Mount Pleasant, Iowa, in 1869.
Today it is an international community organization with 5,530
local chapters.
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Monday, Oct. 23
BYWS of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will meet at home of Myra
Nelson at 7 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 24
Workshop on Spouse Abuse will
be at 7 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at Senior Citizens Building,
Benton. For information call
759-4059 or 753-7663.

A Skating Party for Youth of
First Christian, St. Leo's Catholic
and First United Methodist Church
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus
Skating of Murray.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

The Adult Great Book discussion
group will meet Monday at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway County Library.
The book to be discussed is Brave
New World by Aldous Huxley and
Clell Peterson will be the discussion leader. Anyone who has read
the book is welcome.
Local Chapter of NAACP will
meet at 7 p.m. at Willis Center.

Ladies' Night Out will be at 6
p.m. at Murray Country Club.

Investment Opportunities, Part
II, will meet at 7 p.m. in Business
Building, Murray State University.
For information call 762-4150.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will bke at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Front Porch Swing will meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian Church.

Quilt zcill

Tuesday, Oct. 24
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Bumpus Mills, Tenn., Farmer
and Merchants Bank from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Uncle Joe's Store at
Dover, Tenn., from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.

First District PTA Fall Conference will be at Lowes School at
7:30 p.m.

Cesarean Birth Class will be at 7
p.m. in Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
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Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room.
ti V
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Health Express lists stops
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make stops
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 24, 25 and 26. Blood pressure, pulse and two hour blood sugar screenings and a Stool for Occult
Blood Screening Kit will be offered. The Express will, be at Farmer and
Merchants Bank at Bumpus Mills, Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Uncle
Joe's Discount Store at Dover, Tenn., for 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On Wednesday the Express will be at Olympic Plaza at Murray from 12:30 to 3 p.m.
The Express will be on the courtsquare in downtown Murray from 8 to
11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. on Thursday.
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Debbie Dibble, left, and Mug Rigsby display the quilt that will be
offered in a special promotion at Noel Market Christmas Bazaar on
Saturday, Nov. 4, at First Christian Church, downtown Murray.
Tickets for the quilt, a colorful version of Nine Patch, are $5 for six
tickets. The bazaar, under the direction of Vicky Holton and Betty
McCord, will feature a coffee shop, baked goods, various rooms filled
with handmade items, and a room of attic jewels. Children can have
their pictures taken with Santa, and the annual soup and cornbread
luncheon will be served from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. for $2.50 each.
Tickets for the luncheon may be purchased by calling 753-3824.
WeSlel/ :
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Spouse abuse will be the topic of a workshop to be presented by Dr
Concetta C. Culliver, assistant professor of criminal justice at Murray
State University, on Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 7 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church, Highway 94 East. The presentation on "The Battered Woman
Syndrome: What's It All About?" is open to the public. A faculty member
at Murray State since 1987, Ms. Culliver said the workshop will include
information on the following: Myths about the battered woman; characteristics of men who batter women; what it's like to be a battered woman;
what the Kentucky law says about battered women; and what battered
women can do to help themselves. A film titled "From the Burning Bed"
will also be shown.
"
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Parents group to hear Perlow
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Compassionate Parents will meet Thursday. Oct. 26, at 7:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Carol Perlow, R.N.,
M.S.N., will speak about "Sudden Infant Death Syndrome." Participants
in the group have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident,
illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages.
Anyone interested is welcome to attend the meetings every fourth Thursday of the month. For additional information call hospital chaplain Reita
Moody, 762-1274, Carol Perlow, R.N., 762-1100, or Hilda Bennett,
498-8324.
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Senior Citizens Board will meet
at 1:30 p.m. at board office at St.
John's Episcopal Church.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 Lm.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Murray Girl Scouts will sponsor
a uniform swap/sale at Girl Scout
Cabin from 4 to 6 p.m.
Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at 1 p.m.
at Fern Terrace Lodge.

Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.

Doctors Invent
'Lazy Way' to
Lose Weight
US. Gov't. Approves Patent
Claims for New Diet Pill
BEVERLY HILLS. CA (Special)—
An amazing new weight loss pill called
fat-magnet" has recently been developed and perfected by two prominent
doctors at a world famous hospital in
Los Angeles that reportedly "guarantees- you steady fat loss and calorie
reduction by simply taking their tested
and proven new pill.
The U.S. government hasjust appros ed the doctors claims for a hard-to-get
patent that confirms "theee has never
been anything like their fat-bonding pill
process before." It is a totally new major
scientific breakthrough and is revolutionizing the weight loss industry.
You Can "Eat Normally"
Best of all, "you can continue to
eat your favorite foods and you don't
have to change your normal eating
habits. You can start losing fat And
reduce calories from the very first day.
until you achieve the ideal weight you
desire without exercising".
Flushes Fat Out of Body
The new pill is appropriately called
the "fat-magnet- pill because it breaks
into thousands of particles. each acting
like a tiny magnet. "attracting- and
trapping many times its size in undigested fat particles. Then,all the trapped
fat and calories are naturally "flushed"
right out of your body because they
cannot be absorbed.
Within 2 days you should notice a
change in the color ofyour stool,caused
by the fat particles beinusrinated.
"Automatically"
Fat
According to one ofthe inventors. Dr.
William Shell, heart specialist and
associate professor of medicine at
UCLA medical school. "the new fatbonding process is a "lazy way" to lose
weight because the pills alone
"automatically" reduce calories by
eliminating dietary fat. It is 100% safe
and not a drug."
The fat-magnet pills are already
sweeping the country with glowing
reports of weight loss from formerly.
overweight people in all walks of lite
who are now slimmer, trimmer and
more attractive again.
Now Available to the Public
If you are trying to lose 20. 50, 100
pounds or more, you can order your
supply of these "no-risk- highly successful fat-magnet pills directly from the
doctors' exclusive manufacturer only
(includes optional calorie-reduction
plan for even better results). Send $20
for a 90 pill supply(+53 handling). or
$.35 for a 180pill supply(+$.3 handling).
to: Fat-Magnet. 9016 Wilshire Blvd .
Dept.WH26, Beverly Hills. CA 90211.

(Unconditional money-back guarantee if not 1007c satisfied.) Visa.
MasterCard and American Express
OK.(Send card number, expire date.
and signature.) For fastest service for
credit card orders ONLY call anytime
24 hours, toll free 1(800) 527-9,00.
ext. WH26.
,•0•4
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Read the
want ads daily

FREE HEARING TEST
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
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Skating party is tonight
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STONE-LANG CO.

A Skating Party for Youth of First Christian, St. Leo's Catholic and
First United Methodist Church will be tonight (Monday) from 6 to 8 p.m.
at Circus Skating of Murray. The cost will be $2.50 per skater.

1SC

Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP will not meet today.

Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

Special workshop at Eastwood
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AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.

Murray Woman's Club will have a dessert card party, open to all men
and women, on Saturday, Nov. 4, at 7 p.m. at the club house at Vine and
South Seventh Streets. Reservations at $4 per person should be made by
Monday, Oct. 30, by calling Louise Baker, 753-2409, Dorothy Byrn,
753-4769, Mona Blankenship, 753-0078, Charlotte Barker, 753-1273,
Irma La Follette, 753-9470, Vonda Gibson, 753-3857, Mary Gertzen,
753-4019, Mary Rigsby, 759-1378, Doris Rose, 753-3690, and Brenda
Turner, 753-2821.

The Singles Organizational Society will have a "Show and Tell" night
on Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce building. All members are asked to bring something to share
with the group. This can be a hobby, a talent, songs, a poem, a thought,
something special, etc. Refreshments will be served after the meeting. All
interested singles are invited and encouraged to attend. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Murray Elementary School PTO
will have its skating party from 6
to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of
Murray.

Massage Therapy and Stress
Management Class will be from 6
to 9 p.m. For information call
762-4159.

Singles will meet Tuesday
lub
kt.

Diet Pills Sweeping US.

Monday, Oct. 23
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will meet at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Dessert card party planned
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The Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped
(W.A.T.C.H.) has chosen the Wesley Foundation at Murray State
University as the Employer of the Month for September. Pictured are
employee Brenda Donelson, center, presenting the award to the Rev.
David Atkinson, right, and Kay Gupton, secretary. The award is presented monthly to area businesses who have demonstrated confidence
in hiring handicapped workers. Anyone who is interested in learning
more about the Supported Employment Program offered at
W.A.T.C.H. may contact Patrice Hudson at 759-1%5.

Eva Wall Group to meet Tuesday
The Eva Wall Mission Group of Memorial Baptist Church will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 1 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge. This is open to all
ladies of the church over 35. Each one should bring items for Need Line.
ot,s•

JCPenney Savings Certificate

HEARING AID CENT ER
206 South 4th. Murray, (502-753-5055)

AURORA GENERAL STORE
(Next to Sue & Charlie's)

GRAND OPENING
featuring

Coca-Cola Products
In addition to our sales events now in progress,
you will save 25% on regular priced merchandise throughout our store
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Community events listed

DATEBOOK
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 13119

NOW THROUGH OCTOBER 31, 1989.

To take .advantage of our special offer simply
cut this out, present it at the time of each
purchase, and turn it in when making your last
purchase of the day.

12 Pack

2.99
10%

Discount On All

Carry-Out Special On Wed.
Chili Dog

Prices Good 10/23 thru 10/28
474-8015

•
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99c

Deli Meats Sold By The Lb.

95
•Dscount applies only 10 regular pnced merchandise on hand in our store Does not apply to girt
certificates, coammics, catalog, styling salon, redeemed tor cash. used tor payment on
account. oh wrap. or in combinaoon with try other JCPenney coupon As always. credit
purchases are subiect to credit review
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1969

SPORTS
Actions& Reactions
Stan photos by Daniel T. Parker

Deena Winer was presented with plaques of achievement during pre-game ceremonies at the MSL-Akron football game Saturday. Wigger, recently returned from gold
medal-winning action in World Cup shooting. is now recognized as the best female
air riflist in the world. Shown are MS1 rifle coach Elvis Green. athletic director
Michael Strickland, Wigger and Interim president James Booth.

MSU rifle
Murray State University shot down the United States Air Force Academy Sunday
morning at Stewart Stadium as Deena Wigger and Lance Goldhahn led the MSU
'Gold" shooters to an aggregate score of 6106 to 6083 for the USAFA 'Silver'
team. Wigger had a 3,99 air rifle score for second place in the individual competition while Goldhahn fired an 1164 in smallbore, also for second place overall.
'The Gold Smallbore team was made up of Goldhahn, Don Martin, Spencer
Coe and Anne Tully. The Air Rifle team included Wigger, Martin, Coe and Tully.
The Racers compete Saturday, Oct. 28 in Dahlonega. Ga. against North Georgia,
then compete the next day against Jacksonville State in Jacksonville, Ala.

The Lady Racer volleyball team had reason to celebrate Saturday afternoon as they
turned In their first-ever victory over Morehead State, defeating the OVC leaders In
five games at the Carr Health Building.

MSU volleyball
For the first time ever. the Murray State Lady Racers have clipped the wings of
the Lady Eagles from Morehead State in volleyball.
The Lady Racers rebounded off Friday's loss to Eastern Kentucky in order to
post their record-setting win on Saturday in the Carr Health Building's North Gym.
MSU claimed the first two games by identical 15-12 scores, then lost 12-15 and
7-15 to tie the match at two games each.
In the final and deciding game. Murray State downed Morehead 15-13 to claim
the win, their first since the series began in 1983
'Kim Koehler led the Lady Racers in kills with 23 during the win, while Lea Ann
Allen had 34 digs and Jill McCoy had 30 assists The Lady Racers, now 12-18
overall and 5-2 in OVC play after knocking -off the conference favorites, will face
Tennessee State at 7 p m. tonight in Nashville and take on the Lady Governors of
Austin Peay on Wednesday in Clarksville, Tn.
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Game Three
postponed
until Friday
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Life
in the Bay area goes on and San
Francisco Mayor Art Agnos wants
the World Series to be part of it
starting Friday.
Just minutes before the start of
Game 3 between San Francisco and
Oakland last Tuesday, a powerful
earthquake hit nothern California,
causing death and destruction for
miles.
The people of the region, however, have made a remarkable recovery in a short period of time.
"Cable cars are running. The
opera is performing. Conventions
are starting. The 49ers are playing," Agnos said. "It's time to go
on.
"We even had our first protest
demonstration, a sure sign that we
are regaining our equilibrium."
During a news conference at the
St. Francis Hotel on Sunday,
Agnos and Commissioner Fay Vincent said the World Series would
resume on Friday.
Games 3 and 4 and, if necessary,
Game 5, will be played over the
weekend at Candlestick Park. If
needed, Monday would be an off
day and the Series could end in
Game 6 on Tuesday, Oct. 31, or in
Game 7 on Wednesday, Nov. 1, in
the Oakland Coliseum. Oakland
leads the best-of-7 Series 2-0.
Last Wednesday, Vincent tentatively scheduled the Series to
resume on Tuesday.
"We have agreed that baseball
should resume with enthusiasm this
coming week," Vincent said. "But
Tuesday was too ambitious."
Vincent, however, made it clear
all week that baseball was not a
priority, but only a guest, in the
Bay area. The final decision was
made by Agnos.
So now, this Series, which had
already been delayed by the longest
layoff ever, will go 11 days
between games. All games will be
played at their original starting
times.
Agnos cited three reasons for
waiting until Friday: Candlestick
Park must be certified as safe, the
Bay area must find whether it can
handle the expected traffic problems, and sufficient security must
be assigned.
"It's been just five days since
the second largest earthquake of
the century struck the San Francisco Bay area," Agnos said. "For
most San Franciscans, the shock
and the grief have just begun to
wear off and we are turning to the
work of putting people's lives back
together again."

UK holds off
LSU charge
for 27-21 win
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Felix Springfield hauled in this Michael Proctor pass in the third quarter for a 55-yard gain, but the
Racers were unable to take athantage when they fumbled on the next play.
Staff photos by Daniel T. Parker

Proctor leads MSU to tie with Zips
rick White with a 24-yard touchMurray quickly took the lead at
down
pass to get the Racers on the the start of the second quarter,
Editor
board first.
when, on second-and-9 from the
Nobody was happy with it, INW
Akron answered with a 19-yard Racer 47, Proctor eluded the Akron
the Murray State Racers and the TD run by quarterback Michael rush, stepped out into the flat
and
Akron Zips played to a 31-31 tie
Johnson. A Shawn Vincent inter- hit a wide-open Dwayne Depp,
on a day where Michael Proctor ception set up a 41-yard field goal who went 53 yards for the
score.
spun more records than a disc
by Daron Alcorn to give Akron a
Akron's Alcorn missed a 39-yard
jockey.
10-7 lead.
field goal attempt, and Proctor hit
Proctor broke two school records
A nice mixture of the option the fleet Felix Springfield on a
— passing yards and total offense game and Proctor's passing led to a 55-yard pass play, putting the
ball
— and the Ohio Valley Conference
12-play, 70-yard touchdown drive on the Akron 3. However, Patrick
passing yardage mark while going
midway through the second quar- White fumbled on the next play.
27-of-41 with 455 yards throwing, ter, giving the Racers a 14-10 lead
"I thought the turning point in
and rushing for 43 yards to give
when Proctor hit Glen Arterbum on the game was when we didn't get
him 498 yards of total offense on
a 14-yard crossing for a in there," Mahoney said. "We
the day.
touchdown.
should have scored and went up
He rallied the Racers from a
The running of Darren Alston, 28-17. I think we would have
31-21 deficit with 6:08 left in the and a successful fourth-and-4 con- won."
fourth quarter, connecting with
version led to Akron's 17-14 halfNot only did they not score, the
Frank Thigpen for a 29-yard touch- time lead.
(Cont'd on page 9)
down toss with 4:09 left, then
marched the Racers 57 yards in 66
seconds to set up Greg Duncan's
field goal with no time left on the
clock.
The tie put the Racer record at
5-2-1, while Akron left Stewart
Stadium 4-3-1.
"It wasn't a win, but it wasn't a
loss," Racer coach Mike Mahoney
said. "I'm upset because we didn't
win, but it's better than crying
about a 31-28 loss. I was proud of
our kids, the way they came back
like that."
Proctor's offensive explosion
broke Larry Tillman's mark of 425
yards passing, set against Middle
Tennessee in 1967, and his total
offense mark, set in the same
game. Proctor's heroics came
despite starting center Steve
Broughton being out with an injury
and the four other offensive linemen also hobbling.
Proctor consistently sidestepped
Zip defenders, who were unable to
sack him or keep him in the
pockei
"Our biggest problem with
Michael Proctor was keeping containment," Akron coach Gerry
Faust said. "We never could get to
him and he always found his
receivers and that's what hurt us
the most."
Even on his most productive
day, Proctor first talked about his
team.
"We could have given up when
they took a ten-point lead," the
senior from Sylvester, Ga. said.
"We're a team that doesn't quit. I
want to win. We definitely could
MICHAEL PROCTOR — Record breaker
have beaten them. We should have
Records broken by Michael Proctor in Saturday's 31-31 tie
beaten them.
against Akron:
"They were getting a little pres• Most yards passing, game: 455, surpasses Larry Tillman's
sure on me," Proctor said. "But I
mark of 425 set against Middle Tennessee on Oct. 14, 1967.
was just sidestepping them and
(New OVC record).
rolling out. That's my game."
• Most total yards, game: 498, surpasses
14L, 96T7i1.1man's 424
"He made plays where good
yards against Middle Tennessee on Oct.
quarterbacks were sacked, but he
'Proctor now holds every total offense and passing yardage mark
has enough presence to throw the
in Murray State history, and is the OVC all-time career and
ball and get the yardage," Mahoney
single-season passing leader, holding the OVC total offense
said. "He's just a great
career mark as well.
quarterback."
His total passing and total offensive yardage against Akron
The Racers jumped out to a 7-0
1
w9
e8re
9. the best performances by a Division I-AA quarterback in
lead on an 80-yard, 7-play drive in
the first quarter, as Proctor hit Pat-

,..By DAVID RAMEY

'Lodger & Times Asst. Sports

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Never mind that his team nearly squandered a three-touchdown lead, the
27-21 victory over Lousisana State
was sweet for Kentucky coach Jerry Claiborne.
"The win was good enough for
me," Claiborne said at his Sunday
news conference. "We were playing a good footbal team. You don't
hold them a whole ball game."
Kentucky increased a 12-0 halftime lead to 21-0 midway through
the third quarter before LSU rallied
behind the passing of Tommy Hodson to turn it to a close encounter.
"We felt with a little better
execution, we could have scored a
couple extra touchdowns than field
goals," Claiborne said. "But you
have to give (LSU) credit."
Kentucky improved its record to
4-2 overall and 1-2 in the Southeastern Conference. LSU fell to 1-5
and 0-3.
"I think it was a ballgame where
the kicking game was the real difference," Claibome said. "We had
the three field goals and the punt
returns by Chris Tolbert and Kurt
Johnson gave us good field
By The Associated Press
position."
The first thing Western KentuckKentucky had 60 yards in punt y coach Jack Harbaugh would like
returns, 81 in kickoff returns and to pack for next Saturday's game at
Bill Hawk averaged 35 yards on Youngstown State is the turf from
five punts.
the Hilltoppers' home field.
Claiborne wib o
onsatisfied that
Western (5-3) put on another
his defense allow
ly 100 yards dazzling offensive performance
rushing on 32 carries.
before its fans Saturday night in
"They didn't have a long run in amassing 573 yards of total offense
the game, but they did get a few and thrashing Tennessee Tech
long passes on us," he said.
61-14. The previous week, the HillClaiborne said that offensive line toppers overcame a 17-point deficit
is developing strong depth because in beating Southwest Missouri
reserves who have played for regu- State 42-33 at Bowling Green.
lars the past three games are gainBut the Hilltoppers have scored
ing experience.
just 41 points in four games on the
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Western likes home brew in win over Tech

MSU tennis coach Sberryl Rouse (center) discussed nrstety with Celine Neffltes and
Cerise Diderik during a break is tbe No. I doubles' championship match Saturday
afternoon at MSU.

MSU women's tennis
Four Lady Racer entries were turned away at the finals of the Third Annual Murray State Women's Tennis Invitational at MSU's Varsity Courts on Friday and
Saturday
Conn* Diderik was beaten by Southwest Missouri StaW_ s (SMSU) Kathy Bilden
6-4, 6-2 in the finals of the No 1 singles allegory, while Bobbi Koehn lost to Memphis Stato's Kelly Deep 74(7-5), 6-1 in the No. 3 singles championship and Corrine Gunter was downed by SMSU's Anglo Turri 6-3, 6-1 in the No. 4 'singles final.
In doubles' play, Diderik and Celine Neefkes lost to Baidari and Saundra
Banuellos 6-4, 6-2 in the finals of the No. 1 category

(Coat'd oa page 9)

road this season.
"Now we need to find a way to
wrap up this turf and take it with
us to Youngstown," Harbaugh
said. "We need to keep this consistency and take it with us on the
road."
In other college games Saturday
involving Kentucky schools, it was
Eastern Kentucky 38, Marshall 23;
Murray State 31, Akron 31; Tennessee State 23, Morehead State
14; Campbellsville 20, Tennessee
Wesleyan 7; Centre 35, Trinity 7:
IC. Smith 31, Kenticky State 8;
Georgetown 48, Cumberland 7;
Lambutti 27, Kentucky Wesleyan

0; and Millsaps 22, Union College
21.
At Richmond, Markus Thomas
rushed 37 times for a school-record
300 yards and one touchdown as
Eastern Kentucky maintained its
grip on the nation's top ranking in
Division I-AA by downing
Marshall.
Meanwhile, Joe Stone picked off
two passes, returning one 51 yards
for a touchdown, as Tennessee
State beat Morehead State in OVC
action. A 46-yard TD pass from
Chauncey Hines to Anthony Owens
late in the third quarter secured the
win for Tennessee State.
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Houston adds to SMU death
TOP 25

Now the Aesocieled Press Tap Twenty Flee college babel Mem hared over the weekend
I Nob* Dante (7-0-0) beat No 9 Southern Cal
26-24
2 Mani, Fla (1144) slid not pay
3 Colorado(
744) beat Karam 0-17
4 Nebraska (7-0-0) bee Oklahoma Slate 49-21
5 ladegan (5-1-0) beat Iowa 21-12.
6 Tennessee (5-1-0) lost lo No 10 Alarms
47-30
7 Manias (5-1-0) WM to Texas 24-20
6 Pitieburgn (54.1) Ad not pier
9 Soultern Cal (5-2-0) loet to No 1 Notre Dame
26-24
10 Alabama (6-0-0) beat No 6 Tennis***
47-30
II Aubam (4-2-0) lost to No 14 Florida State
22-14
12 Nowa Camino Sur (6-1-0) Set to Clemson
30-10
13 Illnde (5-1-0) beat Michigan State 14-10
14 FkvIde State (5-2-0) beet No 11 Auburn
22-14
15 Washington Stale (9-2-0) bet to No 22
Arizona 23-21
16 Haslon (51-0) beat Southern Methodist
96-21
17 Penn St (5-1-0) ad na Pay
11 West Wrglesa (5-I-1) beet Cr manna 99-3
19 Alt Force (6-2-0) kat to Texas Ciwatlan 27-9
20 Florida (111-1-0) beat New Mexico 27-21
21 Brigham Yong (9-14) beat Texas-El Paso
49-24
22 Anions (5-24) beat No 15 Washington
State 23-21
23 This MN (5-24) beat Baylor 14-11
24 Scutt Carolna t5-1.1) beat Pleat Carolina
24.3
25 Oklatiome (5-2-0) beet Iowa Stale 43-40

By The Associated Press
When the NCAA levied its death penalty against Southern
Methodist, it
was a foregone conclusion that rebuilding the Mustang
program would
not be easy.
Forrest Gregg knew that when he signed on as coach,
but he had every
reason to believe it couldn't be as bad as it got Saturday
, when 16thranked Houston beat SMU 95-21. Now that he's seen
it, he doesn't like
what he saw.
"I don't see any point in going for the home run again
and again like
they did in the second half," an angry Gregg said. "I
don't know who
was responsible — the offensive coordinator, maybe
— but I don't think
it's necessary, and I don't appreciate it"

Dallas has company in cellar
By The Associated Press
None has the worst record in the league, a distinction
held by the winless Dallas Cowboys, but all could give the Cowboys a
run for the bottom
before the season ends.
The Detroit Lions, New York Jets, San Diego Chargers
and Pittsburgh
Steelers had plenty in common Sunday, as they have for
most of the season. All lost to first-place teams, all sputtered offensiv
ely, and all stayed
in the cellar.
Minnesota beat Detroit 20-7, dropping the Lions to 1-6. The
Jets, 34-3
losers at Buffalo, have the same record. The Chargers (2-5)
fell at home
to the New York Giants 20-13 and Pittsburgh (3-4) was blanked
at Houston 27-0.
The Cowboys, meanwhile, stayed perfect, dropping their
seventh
straight with a 36-28 defeat at Kansas City.

Actions and Reactions ...
(Coned from page 8)
.There was some 'consolation' for the Lady Racers. Neefkes defeated
Kern
Barnet of Eastern Kentucky 6-3, 6-3 in the finals of the No 2 singles consolati
on
round, and Lana Allcock downed Heidi Marrow of UT-Martin 6-4, 7-6 (8-6)
in the
No. 5 consolation finals. Other Murray State action saw Becky Naughton
first-round play to Michele Martinez in No 6 singles' competition, Koehn lose in
and Allcock lose 2-6, 6-0, 6-4 to Louanne Melone and Kathy Bird of Memphis
State
2 doubles, and Gunter and Naughton lose 6-7 (7-5), 5-7, 7-6 (7-2) to Angiein No.
Turni
and Shannon Curry of SMSU.

League soccer
a

The boys' under-12 Chiefs and the girls' 14-and-under Strikers both won
tournament titles in Paris, Tenn. this weekend in local youth soccer action. The Chiefs
romped past the Paducah Sidewinders 11-0 in the first round, posted a 5-0 shutout
win over Lexington, Tenn. in the second, then edged Calvert City 2-1 in the finals
to win the tournament.
Hal tricks by Bubba Johnson and Greg Miller led the way in the 11-0 win over
the Sidewinders. Johnson also had three assists, while Brandon McCoy had
three
assists and a goal. Ryan Pickens scored twice, while McCoy, Stephen Crouch
and
Nathan Keller all scored. Miller, Jason West and Crouch all had assists.
Goalies
Ross Clark and Adam Meloan each had three saves, aided by the defensive work
of Matt Roberts, Adam Siebert and Josh Arant
Against Lexington, Miller had his second straight hat trick. Johnson and McCoey
each added goals, while Siebert, Roberts and Johnson each had an assist
Clark arid Meloan snagged six saves, and received defensive he from
David
Crouch and Nathan Keller.
In the tide game on Sunday, Johnson and Miller each scored and picked up an
assist, while Clark had eight saves in goal.
.Th. Stnkers took two games and tied one with the host Pans team in
girls'
play.
Ellen Udcberg and Sarah Williams scored to lead a 2-0 win in the first
game.
Kylie Johnson and Julie Smotherman had assist, while Allison
Cantrell and
Uddberg teamed up in gnat.
The second game was a 1-1 tie, with Johnson scoring for the Strikers
with an
assist from Sarah Snyder. Cantrell had three saves in goal.
Murray won on Sunday, 1-0, with Wilkams scoring the game winner,
and Cantrell once again doing the job in the cage.
Snyder, Smotherman, Emma Shaw, Julie Myatt, Stephanie Walters and
Hillary
Belcher were applauded for their defensive work in the tournament while
Udcberg, Snyder and Susan Kreib picked up the offensive cheers Johnson,
•In local tournament play in the 10-and-under boys' division, the Strikers
posted
a 6-0 win over the No. 2 team, before falling 2-0 to the No. 5
team.
Two goals each by John Yezerski and Micah Cathey led the Strikers against
No
2 Alan ForrestOf and Benjamin Arnett each had a goal, while Forrester
picked up
an assist.
Brian Dennison and Mason Lilly scored for No. 5.

SCOREBOARD
'New Officesame good neighbor."
305 N. 12th
(Next To
Century 21)

New
Orleans
Smuts

91ul1444)1'111 01W441
Kansas Crty 26 Dalai Zia
Mane 23, Green Bay 20
indianapois 23. C4,
1441W14111 12
P414.06444141 10. Los Angeles %Ors 7
lannesota 20. Detroit 7
Buttalo 34. New York Jets 3
Hotels 27 Pittsburgh 0
Weetiongion 32. Tan. Bay 21
San Francisco 37, No. England 20
PhO4Willi 34, Atlanta 20
Denver 24. Seattle 21. OT
New Orators 40, Los Angeles Rams 21
New Yak CMOS 20. Salt Deep 13
belay's Game
Chicago at Cleveland I p rn
Sunday, Oct. 21
Atlanta a Na. Orleans noon
Detroit va Green Bay at MiwaMme noon
Houston at Cleripiand. noon
Kansas City at Pittsburgh noon
Los Angelis Rams at Crecago noon
Wont at Butte* noon
No. England at Incianapolit 11000
Phased! at Dales. noon
Tangs Bay at Cincinnati noon
San Francesco at New York ,lets. 3 p
Washington at Los Angelis Orders. 3 p rn
Phiiadetplua at Denver. 3 p m
San Ctego at Seattle. 3 p m
Monday, Oct. 30
hI nnesota at New Yoh Giants I pin

•
-.-41A4,14
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'41141•0,01111101111111iithVelleawalllitilr

Bring any old pair of tennis shoes,
in any condition and receive. . . .

Al(RON
7 10 3 11-31
MURRAY STATE
7 7 7 10-31
MS-6e 24 pass front Prior (Duncan kick)
AX--Johnson 19 run (Dornbroslu kick)
AX—FG Alcan 41
MS—Anertium 14 pass from Proctor
(Duncan luck)
AK—Nelson 7 pass from Johnson (Dombroski luck)
MS—Depp 53 pass (torn Proctor (Duncan kick)
AX-1G Dombroski 34
AK---Johnson 10 run (Thomas pass from
Johnson)
AK—FG Dombroski 19
MS—Thigpen 29 pass frorn Proctor
(Duncan kick)
MS—FG Duncan 28
A-5.390

Akron had to settle for a 19-yard
Dombroski field goal.
The Racers took over with 6:08
left in the game on their own 24.
Proctor went seven yards on a
keeper, then handed off to Michael
Davis for nine more. Proctor hit
Depp for another nine-yard gain,
and hit him again for 22 more.
Proctor then threw to Thigpen,
who came back for the short pass
and caught it in front of two Zips
for a touchdown. Duncan's PAT hit
the left upright, but bounced
through.
Akron picked up a first down
before being forced to punt, and
the Racers took over on their own
32 with 1:06 showing.
Proctor connected with Arterburn on a short screen over the
middle for a 19-yard gain. Proctor
kept for an eight-yard pickup ,and
then hit James Huff on the sideline
for a 10-yard pass. After an attempt
was batted down, Proctor hit Depp
for a 20-yard pickup, putting the
ball on the Akron 11 with 11 seconds left.
Proctor tried to hit Depp on a
comer fade, but overthrew him,
and Mahoney sent in Duncan with
five seconds left, and Duncan knotted it up on the final play.

$5 OFF

Oct. 28th
at Noon

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
1203 Chestnut St., Murray

753-8844.

RIIIUM Yaw:*

Comp An int
Punts
Fumbles-Lost

Penalties Yards
Time of Possession

AK
he
a
22
51-337 25-87
153
455
54
2
15-25-0 27-41-1
3-35
5-35
1-1
1-I
8-73
5-65
36.33
23:27

INDIVIDUAL. STATRIT1CS
RUSHING—Akror, Alston 12-135, Johnson 16-96, Nelson 8-57 Murray Slats,
Proctor 10-43, Dons 4-19, With 5-11
PASSING— Akron, Johnson
15-25-0-153 Murray Stat•, Proctor
27-41-1-455
RECEIVING—Akron, Thomas 4-47, Nelson 3-41, Williams 3-26 Murray Stale,
Depp 5-106, Thigpen 4-88, Artertium 4-66

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct. PF PA
Butlaio
5 2
.714 190 163
Indianapols
4
3
571 134 120
Mane
4 3
.571 144 150
New E nglend
2 5
.256105 1.9
NY Jets
1
6
.143122 192
GM's!
Cincinnati
4 3
571 148 117
licuseon
4 3
.571 194 170
C iwarand
3 3
500 136 68
Pillinurgn
3 4
429 93 169
Denvw
Kansas City
LA Raiders
Seat*
San Dego

6
3
3
3
2

1
4
4
4
5

157
429
429
429
2116

160
137
141
133
125

105
191
124
148
146

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
6
1
157 175 109
5 2
714 182 140
4 3
571 106 196
3 4
429 137 163
0
7
000 96 213
Central
lAnnesota
5 2
714 146 113
Chcago
4 2
117 142 136
Green Bar
3 4
429 112 Ill
Tampa B4r1
3 4
429 148 152
Detror
1
6
143 96 170
West
San Francisco
6
1
867 112 135
L& Rams
5 2
711 113 165
New Orleans
3 4
429 175 130
Atlanta
2 5
206 121 163
NY Giants
Phiadetphia
Washington
Pholbnix
Dallas

NBA Preseason
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atientic Dtvieien
W
Boston
5
Mann
2
Ne.Yoit
2
WattonglOn
2
New Jersey
1
Philadelphia
1
Central Derision
C hcago
5
Detroit
4
Mtraukee
2
Cl/wetland
2
Inciana
2
Atlanta
2

Orlando

1

Sunday'. Games
Dearer 135, Jugopiestea 129

Goner) Stale 123 Philo:160a 91
Boson
109, Houston 100
Marrs III, Ortendo 106

WESTERN CONFERENCE
liodereet
L Pct,
0 1 000
2
500
3
400
3
400
4
200
4
200
0
1
1
2
2
3
3

1 000
800
667
500
500
NO
250

Pct.

Ulan
Charlotte
San A mono
Houston
Denver
Dallas
Minnesota

2
3
2
2
1
1
0
Paoliic Deviekee

L A Laken
Portland
Golden State
LA CIppers
Phoenix
Sacramento
Seattle

See it live on
Murray Cablevision

5

Only $
2

CASLE t
VLSI
•
N
Bel-Air Center

753-5005

ii2
2
3
2
4
3

567
600
500
400
333
.200
000

0

3
4
2
1

1 000
1 030
800
4 333
3
250
4
200
4
000

Doubt 105. New York 92
LC. Angeles elopers 112. Sacramento 107
Portland 106. Indiana Se
Los Anginas Laken 135, Cleristend 115

4

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627

Enjoy the traditional rivalry
in the comfort of
your own home.
MSU vs.
Eastern Ky.

(Sale Shoes Excluded)

Frei downs
Rushes yards
Passing

NFL Standings

off on a new
pair of Men's or Women's
Leather Athletic Shoes.

Select from over 300 styles of shoes
Nike • Reebok • Converse • New Balance • & More

Jane Rogers
753-9627

Murray State football

Invite a friend
and have an
Eastern party.

on Children's shoes
or Men's & Women's
Casual Shoes.

Like a good neighbor
State Farm Is there

State Farm ihsviance Companies
eveme Onioe Bloomington. minors

Clobbered We Rens 40-21 to knock Los Angeles
cut ot Ira place In MO WC OMNI D4411111on

Proctor leads MSU
(Cont'd from page 8)
Racers gave Akron a first down
after stopping them on third-and-6
from the Zip 8 when Murray was
flagged for a personal foul.
A 15-yard run by Darren Alston
and a 22-yard keeper by Johnson
enabled Bob Dombroski to hit a
34-yard field goal to bring Akron
within one at 21-20.After the Racers were forced to
punt, Alston rambled 56 yards to
set up a 10-yard touchdown run by
Johnson on a quarterback draw out
of the shotgun. Johnson hit Leonard Thomas for two points on the
conversion to give the Zips a 28-21
lead.
Akron then blocked a punt and
took over on the Racer 7, but
MSU's Greg Seaphus hit Johnson
on third-and-goal, causing a fumble
which Anthony Brewer recovered.
Proctor hit Arterbum on back-toback nice gains, but the Racer
drive was stopped by a personal
foul penalty, and the Racers were
again forced to punt. J.D. Overton's punt from the Akron 48 was
almost blocked again, and could
have been downed inside the five,
but the Racer pursuit carried the
ball into the end 70ne.
Fullback Tyrone Nelson rambled
for a 41-yard gain, and Alston went
up the middle for 31 more, putting
the ball on the Racer 4. However,
Nelson couldn't get over and
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MSU offers non-credit computer disk course
Persons who would like to
improve their knowledge of computer disk operation can take a
hands-on, non-credit course titled
"Introduction to Using MS/PC
DOS" to be offered on two Monday evenings in November at Murray State University.
Classes are scheduled to meet
•4

GiR AlF1FIITI
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and purpose of the operating system, different DOS versions, disk
considerations, basic DOS commands, keyboard conventions, error
conditions and using the DOS
reference guide. Each person will
work individually on an IBMcompatible Zenith computer.
The registration fee is $75 per
person or $67.50 per person if

from 6 to 9 p.m on Nov. 13 and 20
in the Computer Teaching Laboratory in Room 209N of the Business
Building.
Some knowledge of computers is
a basic requirement for this course,
which provides instruction from the
fundamentals of DOS commands to
the essentials of file management.
The course covers an overview

three or more are registered from
the same organization.
Anyone who would like more
information may contact Conferences and Workshops, Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach, Murray State University, telephone (502) 762-4229 or
1-800-669-7654 (from outside Calloway County).

County Health Center to hold clinic
The Calloway County Health
disease, diabetes, or compromised
lyzed with Guillan Barre
Center will hold a clinic to give immune systems, and care-givers to, Syndrome.
influenza vaccine on Friday, high risk patients.
A doctor's written order will be
October 27, beginning at 8 a.m.
The Calloway County Health
required for persons under 18 years
The Center expects to have plen- Center will not give,vaccine to per- of age.
ty of vaccine for an additional clin- sons who have icier or feel sick,
For more information, call the
ic on Friday, November 3. There
have a severe allergy to eggs, are
Calloway County Health Center at
will be a $3 charge to help cover
pregnant, or have ever been para- 753-3381.
the cost of the vaccine, and to
allow this service to continue in the
future.
Formula for the 1989-90 flue
Murray State. The show is open to
Comedians Darryl Rhoades and
vaccine is A/Taiwan 1/86, Al Mike Nilsson will be the featured
the public at no admission charge.
Shanghai 11/87, and B/Yamagata performers at 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
Rhoades and Nilsson have per16/88 Strains.
formed on college campuses
Oct. 26, in The Stables of Murray
Vaccine is recommended for State University's Curris Center.
throughout the country.
healthy persons age 65 and older,
More information about the
The double act is part of the
or younger persons who have heart "Comedy Zone" series, sponsored
show may be obtained by calling
disease, respiratory disease, renal by the University Center Board at (502) 762-6951.

Comedians set for MSU Stables

Q

I think I may be hypoglycemic..
Should I be eating a waded dee?

nswer
A

Some symptoms of hypoglycemia
(low blood sugar) are lightheadedness,
fatigue, inability to concentrate and
"spacey-ness." This often comes about
late in the afternoon when you've
burned off breakfast and lunch and are
running on fumes. You probably don't
need a special diet, but rather should
plan a wholesome snack mid-to late
afternoon. Try crackers, fruit, yogurt
or a bagel to see if they alleviate the
problem. if the problem persists,
despite trying the afternoon snack,
you should check with your doctor.
By NANCY CLARK, M.S., R.D.
(nutrition counselor at Sports Medicine
Brookline, Mass, Is author of'The
Athlete's Klechan.")
SOURCE Boston Globe

Calloway County Speech Team
wins victory at LaRue County

The Calloway County Speech
Team won an impressive victory
Saturday, October 21 at the LaRue
County "Lincoln" Invitational in
Elizabethtown, Kentucky. Calloway placed first in sweepstakes
among 22 teams in its first tournament of the 1989-1990 season. Calemergency room supervisor Thelloway accumulated 226 points,
ma Warfel said all four were from
while Montgomery County and
the Amtrak train.
Marion County attained 142 points
A passenger, Ida Epstein, 76, of and 108
points, respectively. Bullitt
Brooklyn, N.Y., was admitted in Central High School placed fourth
fair condition with chest pains, in sweepstakes honors. Individual
while a train fireman, Dennis event winners from Calloway were
Schleppi, 41, of Fort Wayne, Ind., as follows:
underwent surgery for internal injuExtemporaneous Speaking —
ries and also was listed in fair con- Tracy Ross, first; Jon Rose, secdition, Ms. Warfel said.
ond; Loren Wisehart, finalist;
A conductor, Forace Brewer, 63,
Original Oratory — Amy Helm,
of Bluffton, Ind., was admitted to first; Tim Barnes, second; Lori
the coronary care unit in fair condi- England, finalist;
tion with a suspected heart attack,
Prose — Lisa Culver, second;
Ms. Warfel said. An Amtrak engi- Sara Walker, finalist;
neer, Robert Whippen, 59, of ElkDramatic Interpretation — Shelhart, Ind., was treated and released, ly Burnett, third;
she said.
Humorous Interpretation — EngThe reason for the collision was land, third;
not immediately known.
Oratorical Declamation —
"My understanding is the
Richard Wilson, finalist;
Amtrak was moving very slowly,"
Solo Acting — Michael Dale,
Ms. Just said. The CSX train was third;
traveling at about 35 miles an hour,
Storytelling — Scott Steffa, first;
she said.
Johnny Phillips, finalist;
A CSX car containing a shipOther team members contributment of carbolic acid, used in mak- ing to the overall team success
ing explosives, was following were Carisa Belcher, Mark Gardirectly behind the derailed freight land, Marian Henderson, Weather
car but did not derail or overturn, Hosford, Leigh Ann Parker, Melisshe said.
sa Parker, and Dana Riddle.
"It didn't derail, it contains no
leaks, punctures, nothing," Ms.
Just said.
The CSX train was expected to
resume its voyage to its next destir
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kennation in Russell, Ky., by about'
tucky revenue officials have unfairp.m., Ms. Just said.
ly singled out the president of
Wyandot County Sheriff Michael
Humana Inc. and his wife in seekR. Hetzel said about 230 people ing an audit of their private art colwere aboard the Amtrak train. lection for tax purposes, the couple
Buses were brought from Toledo to said in a lawsuit.
carry the passengers on to Chicago,
The suit, filed Friday in Jefferhe said.
son Circuit Court by Wendell and
Investigators from the National
Dorothy Cherry, says the Revenue
Transportation Board and safety
Cabinet targeted them because of
officials were probing the collision. their "highly visible and publi-

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF Train broadsides another near
Ohio crossing; several injured
"They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary
safety deserve neither liberty nor
safety."
— Benjamin Franklin.

One way to prevent an enemy
ruff is to draw all the enemy's
trumps. Sometimes it also means a
lost game instead of a successful
one.

NORTH

10 23-A

•K 10 9 3
K63
•A K 8 2
4 J 10
WEST
EAST
46 4 2
47 5
Q J 10 4
V A 982
•J 5 4
•Q 109
4A 6 3
7542
SOUTH
•A Q J 8
•75
•7 6 3
K Q98

South ruffed the third heart and
Vulnerable: Both
drew the trumps in three rounds.
Dealer: North
Dummy's club jack was allowed to The bidding:
hold, but when South overtook dumSouth
West
my's club 10. West took his ace and North East
Pass
14
Pass
led his last heart, forcing a ruff in 1•
Pass
44
All pass
dummy. Declarer had now lost con- 2
trol, being out of trumps in both his
Opening lead: Heart queen
hand and dummy. and the defenders
scored four tricks. (It would have
LEAD WITH THE ACES
been worse had diamonds not been
10-23-B
3-3.)
South holds
South makes his game if he draws
•10 9 7 2
only two rounds of trumps after he
•Q 6 3
ruffs the third heart. Then he starts
•8 2
the clubs. West wins the second club
4J 9 7 3
as before and leads a diamond to North East
South
West
dummy's ace. (A heart lead would 1V
Pass
14
2 NT
34
offer a ruff in dummy and a dia- Pass
Pass
44
Vass
Pass
mond discard.) South now draws the Pass
last trump with his ace to cash his ANSWER: Heart queen. Normally,
clubs, and the defenders are held to low from honor and two small is
preferred. However, with no future
only three tricks.
entry, try to trap dummy's heart
True safety does not always involve drawing all of the opponents' king, if he has it.
trumps. Making sure one has suffi- Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12353. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
cient entries is often more
stamped envelope for reply
important
Copyright 1989 United Feature Syndicate

CHERRY FOR MAYOR
47:PIT'S
•
.o.:-

CHERRY
PICKING

.—

TIME
NOV. 7

As the next mayor
of Murray, I pledge to
Murray taxpayers
that I will:
1. Finance our city government with
resources other than a payroll tax.
2. Organize a special task force to
cooperate with state and federal
law enforcement officials to fight
drugs and alcohol in our schools (
and our comunity.
3. Eliminate the use of $40,000 per
year of taxpayers money for
political office on-the-job training.
Paid for by Dr. Bob Etherton, Chairman

UPPER SANDUSKY, Ohio (AP)
— A westbound Amtrak passenger
train broadsided a southbound CSX
freight train at a crossing near this
north-central Ohio city on Sunday,
overturning two locomotives and
two cars, authorities said.
There were no reports of fatalities or cargo spills, and the crossing was expected to be cleared
Sunday afternoon.
Deborah Hare, an Amtrak
spokeswoman in Chicago, said the
accident occurred around 5:43 a.m.
between the Amtrak Broadway
Limited, traveling from New York
to Chicago, and CSX freight train
bound for Newport News, Va.,
from Chicago.
The 116-car CSX train was carrying a mixed cargo when it was
struck broadside by the Amtrak
train, said Andrea Just, a spokeswoman for CSX Transportation in
Baltimore, Md.
The impact threw the freight
trin's 12th car off the track and
caused it to overturn, Ms. Just said.
The freight car struck two outbuildings, knocking one of them into a
swimming pool at a nearby
residence.
The owner of the house, Mike
Swinehart, said he found the car in
his yard when he arrived home.
"The first thing I though about
was I wondered if Bob (Mackling)
was all right, and the house,"
Swinehart said.
Mackling, who was sleeping in
the house at the time of the collision, was unharmed and said he
was not awakened by the incident.
Two Amtrak engines and a baggage car behind the engines were
also derailed, MS. Hare said.
The injured were taken to Wyandot Memorial Hospital, where

Safe

uestion

The team will take a well
deserved break this coming
weekend to prepare to host its own
"Tournament of Champions" on
November 4. Calloway also will
participate in the South Oldham
High School Tournament the following week. The weekend of
November 18 begins the national
level of Calloway's season as it
anticipates a trip to Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania for the prestigious St.
Joseph University "Villager" Tournament. This distinguished tournament will be succeeded by a tournament at Bradley University in
Peoria, Illinois on December 2, followed by the Princeton High
School Midwest Nationals held in
Cincinnati, Ohio. The team has
high hopes for success for the
remainder of 1989 as well as for
the upcoming year.
The Laker team is coached by
assistants Liz Bailey, Tim Black,
Mike Keeling, Lynn Paulk, Mark
P'Poole, and David Weatherly.
Calloway Director of Forensics is
Mr. Larry A. England. Director of
Public Relations, Loren Wisehart,
reminds everyone that the annual
Calloway Speech Team fruit sale is
again underway. The Thanksgiving
sale will be extended until November 6, while orders for the Christmas delivery will be taken until
December 5. For more information,
please phone 759-9439 or
753-8141.

Couple sues Revenue Cabinet

cizzcl purchase of art objects outside of the commonwealth."
To single the Cherrys out for
such enforcement, the suit says,
violates provisions of the state and
U.S. constitutions.
The suit claims that the state
cannot audit their collection of art
bought outside Kentucky to determine use tax due to the state,
because the tax is not generally
enforced in this manner.
Kentucky residents who buy
objects outside the state and bring
them back are supposed to pay a 5
percent use tax on them, said A.
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
would be the most effective. Patients example, thyroid disorders, tumors, Robert Doll, an attorney for the
with septicemia are treated with in- blood diseases and inflammation may Cherrys. But the tax has not been
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please tell me travenous antibiotics for days or be "masked" or hidden in older enforced and there was not even a
about septicemia. Can it come from a weeks.
place to report such purchases on
patients.
hard jolt or from a fall? How is it best
You may not have received enough
state
tax forms until 1987, he said.
Therefore, the burden of diagnosis
treated? I was hospitalized in 1977, antibiotics during your initial treat"The
Cherrys would not have
rests
the
with
physicians.
Drenching
and my lab work came back with this ment in 1977. The condition is usually
diagnosis. I am looking for a perma- curable, providing adequate amounts night sweats, with or without fever, is undertaken this policy of bringing
nent cure.
of antibiotic are administered. See a a condition that should be investigat- these art objects into the commonDEAR READER: Septicemia is doctor to determine if further antibi- ed until a cause is found. I suggest wealth if they had knowledge
bacterial infection of the blood- otic treatment would be appropriate. yOur mother ask for a referral to a di- regarding the stance of the (state)
stream. Formerly called "blood poiDEAR DR. GOTT: My 76-year-old agnostic clinic at a teaching hospital. Revenue Cabinet on the enforcesoning," septicemia is extremely seri- mother has had cold sweats after mid- where specialists with advanced
ous because bloodstream infections night every night for the past two training should be able to help her. To ment of the commonwealth's sales
often spread to the brain, heart, lungs years. She's been to several special- give you more information, I am and use tax," the suit says. They
and other vital organs where they can ists, two psychologists and one psychi- sending you a free copy of my Health would have kept the works in their
cause dangerous abscesses. Septice- atrist. No one has been able to diag- Report "Choosing a Physician." Other New York residence, it says.
mia can be the consequence of mas- nose the problem. Her thyroid, readers who would like a copy should
In their suit, the Cherrys note
sive bacterial invasion,such as occurs hormone and routine blood tests have send $1.25 with their name and ad- that after the state
tried to conduct
dress to P.O. Box 91369. Cleveland.
from contaminated intravenous nee- been normal. Can you help?
a
similar
audit
in 1985, the
44101-3369.
OH
sure
Be
mention
to
dles. or extensive injury, such as a seDEAR READER: Night sweats can
Revenue Cabinet bowed to their
vere fall, it often accompanies pneu- indicate a wide range of diseases, in- the title.
0 1989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
argument that the use tax is selecmonia
and
kidney
infections. cluding tuberculosis, sarcoidosis (a
Sometimes, no obvious cause can be lung disease of unknown cause) and
tively enforced and called off the
identified
cancer. In view of your mother's noraudit. In light of that decision, they
DR. GOTT
Symptoms include high fever. mal routine blood tests. I believe she
said, they continued to acquire art
chills, nausea, vomiting, rash, weak- needs to be tested for unusual
and bring it to their home in
ness and prostration
conditions.
Kentucky.
The diagnosis is established by
People your mother's age often do
blood cultures Bacteria are identified not respond as younger patients do to
Then, in August, the cabinet iniPETER
in (and grown from) the patient's disease, They may not exhibit fever
tiated another tax audit of the
GOTT, M.D.
blood. Once the bacteria have been as a result of infection, they may disCherrys dating to 1981.
identified, they are tested against regard various body aches as part of
Although much of the Cherrys'
various types of antibiotics. Then the the aging process, they may even fail
collection
is private, some items
doctor can judge which antibiotic to show the usual signs of disease. For
have been exhibited publicly in
Kentucky, the suit notes.
Doll declined to estimate the value of the Cherrys' art collection.
Wendell Cherry is so circumspect
about it that the 1988 1fsting of
America's top 100 collectors in An
& Antiques magazine said he collects "very expensive things."
Dinner Includes: French Fries, Hushpuppies and Cole Slaw
In May, Wendell Cherry sold a
Picasso self-portrait that once hung
over his mantle for $47.85 million
after buying it a year earlier for
Hwy. 641 N.
$5.5 million. In 1983 he was
Murray
753-4141
reported to have bought a Degas
painting for $3.4 million.

Blood cultures identify bacteria

Monday-Wednesday Special

Fish N' Chips $2.99

Seven Seas Restaurant
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Halloween can be risky
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Safety tips offered
Halloween's traditional festivities — walking outside at night,
wearing face masks and costumes
and taking treats from strangers —
can easily lead to mishaps.
Kentucky Department for Health
Services safety expert E.P. Conyers
says that a little bit of caution and
common sense can go a long way
in making Halloween's frights the
fun kind.
"Halloween can be very exciting
for children," said Conyers, product safety branch manager, "but it
also has the potential for accidents.
Parents and children alike should
keep in mind some basic safety
precautions."
Conyers offers the follwing tips
to those who will trick-or-treat:
**Never let young children
trick-or-treat alone. Parents should
accompany children and pay attention to the treats given at each
home. Older children are safer in
small groups.
**Trick -or-treaters should stay
in their own neighborhoods and
visit only familiar houses with the
lights on.
**Children should be instructed
not to eat any treats before parents
have a chance to inspect each
piece.
**Factory-wrapped candy should
be inspected for signs of tampering
— look for puncture holes or signs
that candy has been unwrapped and
repackaged. Homemade treats from
strangers should be discarded. Any
suspect item should be reported to
police.
**Costumes should be light colored to be easily seen at night.
Bah costumes and sacks should be
decorated with reflected "glow-inthe-dark" tape. If masks are worn,

eye holes should be large enough
to allow good vision. Make-up is a
safer disguise.
**Avoid long, billowing costumes — they're easier to trip over.
Shoes should be comfortable and
easy to walk in. Wigs, masks and
costumes should be made of flameretardant materials in case they
come into contact with jack-o
lantern candles or other fire
sources.
**Stay on sidewalks since lawns
may have furni4e, clotheslines or
holes that can't be seen in the dark.
"Before trick-or-treating, children should be reminded of everyday safety precautions," Conyers
said. "Point out things such as
don't run between parked cars,
don't talk to strangers or accept
rides from them, stay out of hightraffic areas."
The safest way of all to celebrate
Halloween, Conyers said, is to not
trick-or-treat.
"Parents can get together and
have Halloween parties for neighborhood children and school
friends," he said. "Parties can be
just as fun as trick-or-treating, and
a whole lot safer."
Conyers says that homeowners
can also do their part to promote a
safe night.
"Remove obstacles from your
yard and porch that kids might trip
over or run into," he said. "It's also
a good idea to keep pets inside or
at least away from the front yard
and door."
For more information about Halloween safety, contact Conyers at
(502) 564-4537. His address is Product Safety Branch, Department for
Health Services, 275 E. Main St.,
Frankfort, KY. 40621.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1989
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Things go smoothly for you in
business today. You should be able to
bring a project to a successful
conclusion now. Family interests
prosper at present and luck comes
through a relative.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
This is a good day for meeting with
agents and advisers, especially about
creative endeavors. A child's progress
In school pleases you. Evening hours
bring fun developments.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
The buying and selling of real
estate are favored now. It's a good
day to shop for major appliances.
Meetings with bankers, investment
counselors and insurance agents go
well.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
04€
You express yourself very well
today. Your optimistic attitude
attracts benefits. Travel is a plus.
Agreements with others are easily
reached. Accent partnerships tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
It should be a busy and productive
day for you on the job. Be alert for
ways to add to your income now.
You'll be receiving a confidential tip
about an investment.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Things go very much your way
now. You'll be pleased with developments in a child's life and you'll also
derive pleasure from recreational
interests. Get together with friends
tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept 23 to Oct.22)
You'll be wanting to spend extra
time with family now. You'll dispense
with an unfinished task quite easily
today. Career developments today
are in your favor.
SCORPIO
• (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Visits with friends and group
activities are highlighted today. You'll
be receiving good news about a travel
or educational concern. Close ties are
helpful to you now.
SAGITMERIS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You're motivated to achieve today
and your efforts will prove successful. A raise in your income will boost
your spirits as well. Be alert for
money opportunities.
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan. 19)
A partner has a good idea which
you should listen to. You'll make a
decision now about a publishing or
edueational matter. Plans for travel
fall into place.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A fringe benefit arises in connection with career. It's best to play your
cards close to the vest where money
is involved today. Financial prospects, however, do improve.
PISCES
was,
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
.sied
Couples will enjoy visiting with
their friend.; now. Recreational interests are happily accented. Enjoy an
evening out on the town. Good times
bring lovers closer to each other

YOU BORN TODAY are a person
who needs to keep busy to be happy.
You're smart enough to get by on
your wits, but need a good education
to make the most of your abilities.
Both the arts and sciences are liable
to appeal to you. You work well with
groups, often in an advisory capacity.

Sigma Chi fraternity members will host a haunted house this week,
with proceeds going to support the Work Activities Training Center
for the Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H) of Murray.

Haunted house planned
The Sigma Chi Fraternity at
Murray State University will sponsor its second annual Haunted
House to benefit the Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped, (W.A.T.C.H.)
The Haunted House will be held
October 24th and 25th. On the 24th
underprivileged children from the
Murray area will be brought in free
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FORT MITCHELL, Ky.(AP) —
Creating another type of health
care worker would simply drain the
available pool of potential nurses
and would threaten nurses' control
of their profession, leaders of state
and national nursing groups say.
The American Medical Associa-

tion has proposed creating the
category of registered care technician, workers who would undergo
training similar to a military
corpsman.
The AMA says the new workers
would not replace licensed nurses
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For further information please
contact Karl Flood of Sigma Chi at

753-7801 or Peggy Williams at
W.A.T.C.H. 759-1965.

ration work, Bradbury said.
The $1.3 million road is scheduled to be paved next spring and
should open the airport site to

new era of business activity, officials said.
The location "lends itself to
industrial development. It is a real
attraction for light industry," said
Bradbury.
The airport already is operating
24 hours each day, with a pilotoperated lighting system so planes
can land at night. The runway is
5,000 feet long and 100 feet wide
and can accommodate a 727
airplane.

By GARY LARSON

but would assist them in their
duties.
But Lucille A. Joel, president of
the American Nurses' Association,
said the plan "would only create a
new category of victim."
The nursing groups' leaders also
said the new category would only
worsen a critical shortage of nurses
in nursing homes.
"The fact that we pay our nurses
in long-term care so much less than
those who work in hospitals is a
signal to what we are willing to
invest in the care of the frail elderly," Ms. Joel said.
Mary Ousley, past president and
board member of the Kentucky
Healthcare Facilities Association,
agreed.

C .11S3 C,nronc•,
cabous
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"Hey! Look at me, everybody! I'm a cowboy!...
Howdy, howdy, howdy!"

Answer to Previous Puzzle

4 Virginia —
5 Ancient
chariot
6 Calloway ID
7 "— Law"
8 Everyone
9 Wild plum

I Fastener
2 Bond
nemesis
3 Morsel

On the 25th it will be open to the
public at a cost of $1.00 per child
age 12 and under. All proceeds will
go to Murray W.A.T.C.H.

can't see bow anybody could have
an excuse not to use the airport,"
Bradbury said.
Four counties are backing the
airport venture — Martin, Floyd,
Johnson and Magoffin — each of
which paid $5,500 for the airfield.
The hilltop airstrip was built on a
150-acre reclaimed strip mine
donated by Pocahontas Land Co. of
Bluefield, W.Va.
The bed for the access road currently is being mined for coal and
the state has agreed not to require
the contractor to restore the site to
its original contour so that it may
be used as a road base. That will
save about $1 million in site prepa-

Nurses question
recent proposal

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

of charge.

INEZ, Ky.(AP) — The Big Sandy Regional Airport, the largest in
eastern Kentucky, is open but officials say a new access road scheduled to open next year will help
the airfield realize its full potential.
The only access to the $6.5 million airport now is over a threemile gravel and dirt road that doubles as entrance to the AGIP Coal
mines. The coal company strictly
controlled access to the airport,
built with public money, last year
after labor troubles with the United
Mine Workers.
Raymond Bradbury, chairman of
the airport board, said the airport
and the coal company have "an
excellent rapport. There is no problem getting in and out."
Guards still stop people at the
foot of the access road on Kentucky 3 but allow them to travel the
road for legitimate airport business.
"The road is in good condition.
It isn't quite as bad as some people
might have been led to believe,"
Bradbury said.
The new access road, scheduled
to open next year, will make the
airport a 1Y2 -mile drive from Kentucky 3. Once the access road is
complete, the airport will be 15
minutes from Inez, Painesville or
Prestonsburg.
"Once the road is in place, I
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ENTER NOW!
The Holiday Cookbook
will be published
Tuesday, November 14th
Send your favorite recipes
before November 1st to
The Murray Ledger & Times,
do Holiday Cookbook,
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
*Each entrant may submit one recipe per category
Categories Include:
Appetizer, Bread, Salad, Main Dish and Dessert
*Each entry should be typed or printed

tivl Overall Winner Will Receive $35
`
--L" Category Winners Will Each Receive $10

Milerray Ledger
& Times

A

Special Good Thru Oct. 28
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is
good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut
St.

Murray

753-0046

PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 7538809

DISHWASHER Part-time
Must work weekends
Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr EOE

Plus T.311 7 Ile s ocerse
36 Mo Closed End Lease

Penalty Date - 10%
November 1, 1989
PAYMENTS POSTMARKED
NOVEMBER 1
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED
WITHOUT THE
10% PENALTY,

AS of this day October 19,
1989, I am responsible for
my debts only Robert
Wayne Colson
NOW Renting Lakeland
Wesley Village, a rent assisted apartment complex
located near Jonathan
Creek in Marshall County,
has one bedroom apartments available for immediate rental Must be 62 years
of age or handicapped"
disabled and at least 21
Rent SS 30% of adjusted
income for those who quality tor government subsidy
Utilities included, cable TV
available at extra charge
For more information, write
Lakeland Wesley Village,
Rt 10, Box 666, Benton, Ky
42025
or
Call
(502)354,8888 An Equal
House Opportunity

Excellent condition
Bundy B° Trumpet
$250.00 Call 7533901 after 5 pm

8mm FILM transfer to video
tape, 7 cents per toot Call
Donna Darnell Video Production Specialties
759-9246

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Blacks Decorating Center,
701 S 41h St Murray

Make
sss
sss
ssS$SSSSS5$

EASTWOOD Kiddie Col
loge es now enrolling children from ages 6 weeks to 5
years of age We we going
to be a Christian Day Care
Center If you would like
more information please
call Tina Haley at
753-0716 after 6 00 p m or
759-1320 in the daytime
GLASS repay and replacement work Auto glass sliding, back glasses, plate and
window glass, insulated
and tempered safety glass,
mirrors, glass table tops,
storm windows, and storm
door Glass replaced pabo
door Glass and screen repair M&G Complete Glass
Co , Dixieland Center,
502-753-0180

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is over
10 years old, it may not
cover some of the newer
treatments such as chemotherapy. For free informaton call

COUNSELOR Treatment
Program: For male adolescents. Entry level position
salary. Room/ board, laundry. Call 615-589-2934

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

DRIVERS

free local claim service"

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
NEW Hours: Cypress
SSS
Springs Restaurant, on
SSSS
SSS
SSSS
Kentucky Lake will be open
$SS
SSSSSSSSSSSSS
Tue -Thur., 4 p m -8 p.m ,
$SSSSSSSSSSSS
Fri.-Sat, 9 am.-9 pm.
SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSS
5555 Sun , 9 a m -8 p m Closed
SSS
SSSS Mondays 436-5496.
$SS
SSSS
OPEN for business.
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
Grandma Miller's Bake
SSSSSSSSSSS
Shop At corner of Poplar &
$SS
12th St., Murray, Ky. All
SSS
homemade breads and paWith Classified
stries. Days, Tue., Thurs.,
Fri , Sat., 9 a m.- 5:30 p.m.
Call Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
901-782-3412, bake shop
759.9536.

753- 1 91 6

SOMEDAY TROOPS SOMEONE WILL
ASK YOU WHY WE CLIMBED THIS MOUNTAN
AND YOU CAN ANSWER SIMPLY,
" BECAUSE IT WAS THERE'"

FOUND Black kitten found
at Dr. Millets office Kitten
S wearing a green coNar EARN $600 or more weekly
and a blue %ea caw Call stuffing envelopes at home
753-0035, 9a.m -5p m
No experience Send selfaddressed stamped enveLOST- Blue eel skin ladies
lope to: P.O. Box 27200,
wallet Last seen at Murray, Detroit,
M. 48227.
Wal-Mert, Oct 13, 1989.
Reward if found_ Please EXCELLENT wages for
call, 901-642-9169 or spare time assembly Easy
901-642-9710
work at home No experience needed. Call
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329.
Open 24 hours, including
Sunday.
ACTORS/ Actresses
Wanted: For local TV ComRN POSITIONS
mercials. No experience
Positions available
necessary. For casting into,
in the operating room,
call 1-518-459-8697 Ext
emergency room and
TV 973.
critical care room.
ANYONE CAN APPLY!
General, medical and
Guaranteed Visa/MC, US
surgical areas.
Charge Even with bad creExperienced predit. No one refused. Call
ferred. Salaries com(213)925-9906 ext. U1323.
petitive,
excellent
I3ABYSITTER Needed in
benefits.
Southwest school area
759-9420
COMMUNITY

[snidest opus, ssiable r sashimi
Aquila-Rasa *row 2 ss
sr&
Ws asp island Mrs km I yr Nisi
op maim aft dm..rand Dr.',
eras ichcol rases amiss&
PERCENIA12 PAY
115 OF REVENUE TO START
WIIILY BONUS
HFALM ENSURANCE AVAILABLE
Apply by cootacnag:

ROBOTS CARRIER CORP.
CALVERT CTTY, KY
502-3954931
800492.34n
CRUISE Ships Now hiring
all positions. Both skilled
and unskilled. For information Call (615) 779-5507
Ext H1386

‘.(E5 1 SUPPOSE YOLA
COULD ALSO ADMIT
WE HAD NOTHING
ELSE TO DO

HOSPITAL
206 W. South St.
Mayfield, KY
42066
Contact 247-5211
Ext. 130

The Amencan dream
is not dead. Due to rapid
growth, our company
needs hardworking men
and women in the Western Kentucky area.
Wc want people who
arc responsible, prompt
and can convince us they
are willing and able to
wort 9 am -5 p.m. five
days a week.
Many of our people
tell us they would not
consider working anywhere else. We are an
Equal Opportunity Employer. We offer excellent pay and retirement.
Mr. Hughes will be
conducting Interviews at
the Murray Holiday Inn.
Call Tuesday and Wednesday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-5986 to reserve your
time for a confidential
interview. Sorry, no
phone interviews. Call
early in the week. Interviews will be filled on a
Its come, 1st serve basis.
•1N$TANT CA$H• Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
novelty gift items. For more
information send stamped
envelope to DMM-IV, P.O
Box 2297, Miami, FL
33261.

PAINTER A• Applicants
should have at least three
(3) years of experience in
painting and associated
field. Must be capable of
performing the necessary
skills required in applying
at types of pants, stains,
varnishes and general
paint-line production on all
types of surfaces Ability to
apply by brush or roller with
capablity of performing
standard finish painting
work required Must have a
valid dnvers license. Salary

PARK Worker 89-132(A)
Part-time, Kenlake State
Resort Park. Grade 3, Salary $4,321 per hour. Pivinimum Requirements: Ability
to read and write Apply by
submitting a State application (which can be obtained
at the local Department for
Employment Services or
any other State Government office) to Kentucky
Department of Personnel,
Room 377, Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601, Attention: Job Announcement No. 89-132(A). Job
Announcement Number
should also be placed in the
upper nght- hand corner of
the application ii the *Special Announcement No,
blank. Deadline for applying: You must qualify, lest,
and be placed on the register by October 29, 1989.
Test not required Filling
this position is subject to
any Stale Government hiring restriction. An Equal
Opportunity Employer WFi
H.

Dell and Kitchen
Help
Apply in person

Owen Food
Market

$MONEY$ If it sounds too VENDING Route
Immedigood to be true it probably ate Cash Flow
Sound Insilt you can quality and can vestment Highly
Profitwork eight hours a week, able Cal
1-800-777-1060
you could become our partner in your area We handle
nationally advertised food
products with up to 100%
mark up You will need
operating capital of approximately $15,000 For information by mail call
1 -800-527-0033.
START your own business
promoting my bulletin
Send $100 + SASE for
details to
RTTICReferrals. Box 2245, University Station, Murray, Ky
42071
STEEL Building Systems
Manufacturer Awarding
dealership in select open
areas Starter advertising;
Dealer seminar: Design
and engineering support
provided Purchase factory
direct at low dealer price!
Call (303)759-3200 Ext.
2408.
TURN your trash into cash
Send $200 + LSASE for
bulletin showing you how
to. RTTIC-Trash, Box
2245, University Station,
Murray, Ky 42071

MECHANIC Needed Good
pay, good benefits
898-2255

NEED a job? A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify if: 'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma, 'You have been
•PRE-HOLIDAY INCOME* out of school 9 months or
Earn $200-$500 weekly more; 'You are between
mailing novelty gift items the ages of 16 & 21 We are
For more information send an E.0.E. This project is
stamped envelope to• funded by the Western
DMM-IV, P.O. Box 2297, Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T.P.A. Call
Miami, FL 33261
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
READ books for pay! $100 7 5 3 - 9 3 7
8 ,
a title. Write: Pase — 187, 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
161 S. Lincolnway, N Aurora, II 60542

$5.55 per hour Apply at
Personnel Services,
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, KY
42071. EOE/ M-F.

BRRR MIRE'S
A CHILL IN HERE
THIS MORNING

HARD WORK
DOES PAY OFF

•AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
*JOS PLACUAENT ASSIST.
cL

Experience preferred. Salaries competitive. Excellent benefits.

206 W. South St.
Mayfield, KY
42066
Contact 247-5211
Ext. 130

1.800-354-1203

RECEPTIONIST: Mature,
full-time. Must work
weekends. Applications
being taken 9a.m -5p.m.,
Shady Hill Resort, 12 miles,
from Murray on East 94
Hwy. or 4 miles, West of
Aurora on 94 Hwy.

Train to be a Professional
•SECRETARY
.EXECUTIVE SEC.
-WORD PROCESSOR
NOME STUDY ,RES TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
.J08 PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOL
•Div 01 A C T Coss
NW, Nig,. Pompano Bch F t.

NEED flatbed trucks from
Murray to Nashville Call
753-1596

DROP leaf dining table, 4
chairs day bed & misc
items, 436-2237

BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, cop- NEW Furniture: Ask for
per and junk cars KGA Neal at Starks Brothers MoRecycling 492-8183 days, bile Homes 753-2922
498-8785 nights
SIMMONS Hide-a-bed
EXERCIZE Equipment Good shape, 2 cushions
Used Call 489-2613, Rust colored recliner, good
8a m -4p.m.
shape Coffee table After 6
IF MOVING, cleaning out pm call 489-2802
house or sheds, used or TWO sets of twin size matantique furniture, glass, tresses and box springs
tools, quilts. One piece or 753-0614
house full (901)642-6290
WATERBED - Queen-size,
or 492-8594
headboard, mattress, heater, pedestal, 5 sets of
sheets, $150. Call after 5
pm. 753-2319

ANTIQUE Oak Desk,$425
Antique Quilt Chest $100,
Topper for a Ford Ranger,
$125, Zenith 25 Console
Color TV,$100 Call after 5
pm 753-2622

WATERBED Waveless
Beauty Rest by Simmons
used only a short tune,
excellent condition Call
753-5902 days, 753-2446
nights

16' FLATBED trailer, tandem axle, all metal 6'
heavyduty side winder
Bushhog, 3 point hitch Call
437-4940 after 4 pm

ARROW storage buildings:
10x9 ft building with door
56' wide x 59 height,
$22999. 10x12 ft. building
with door 56' wide x 61
height, $299 99 10x9 high 801 FORD Tractor With
Loader Or will sell just
gable building with door 56
loader 492-8411 after
wide x 60' height, $289 99
5 309 m
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604.
FARMALL Cub Tractor
With plow, disc, cultivator.
AUTUMN Sale! Storage
2-wheel trailer and blade,
buildings 8x12 $750, 8x16
$1,500 492-8166
$1,000, 10x16 $1,350,
Other Sizes available.
489-2663.
BABY Bed Dark wood with
mattress excellent condi
bon, $100 498-8785 or
759-9800.
COMPUTER Tandy 1000,
color monitor, daisy wheel
printer, lots of software and
books. Priced to sell!
Phone 489-2600

EOE

25'QUASAR Color TV Octagon dining table with
8-chairs, couch, full-size
Boy Springs and matress,
Singer Sewing Machine
with cabinet 435-4336

LIVING Room Suite With
country design 753-1802

16x7 INSULATED Overhead Doors Prices start at
$350 800-669-8866

'ORDERLY'
•WARD CLERK.
•NURSES AIDES.
POSITIONS

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

BATT , alum , oapp , brass,
stain, appliances, body On,
cans red, alum rad, scrap
iron Open 7days 94 East,
Post Oak Drive, watch for
sign 753-0467

WATER Heaters Electric,
round has double heating
savants, 5 yr guarantee
on glass line tank 30 or 40
gal $11999, 50 gal
$13999 Wallin Hardware
Downtown, Paris, Tn

GOING Out Of Business
Cash & Carry Sale! Tanning booth, personal
sauna, toning table The
Body Designer, 115 South
13th Street, Murray, KY,
753-3492

WINCHESTER 30-30,
$150; Colt 357, $125,
TA-9M, $350, Remington,
7400, $365. SKS, $200,
Point 300 Weatherby,
$425, Law 12, $425,
Franchi 12 auto, $300, Remington 11-87, $420,
AK 47, $750,. Call me for
current prices on other
guns If your not buying
from me your probably paying too much Roger's Gun
shop. 753-1001.
DOUBLE 3 piece bedroom
set, Cherry hardwood
$125 Phone 436-2743

Pro Flight

WILL stay with the sick or
elderly. Will do housework
and run errands. Possibly
live-in Experience and re
ferences Call 753-4590 or
753-9614 for more
information

Enjoy Kentucky
Lakes Spectacular
Autumn Beauty
from the sky.
Bring your friends.
Its very affordable
* Sightseeing *
Tours

489-2874 or
489-2160
Gift *
Certificates
Available

GREAT Potential in heating, air conditioning arid
refrigeration! Good location
and building Also commercial lot available Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors 753-1492 and ask for
Jean

HEALTH INSURANCE
If it has anything to do with Major Medscal
Insurance, Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we write
it and one of our companies writes more
Individual Guaranteed Renewable Health
Insurance than any A+Best rated Company
in America.
We represent 9 "A" Excellent and "A+"
Superior Best rated companies to offer you
the best possible rate and benefits.

Call us today for a Price
and Benefit Quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Building
753-4199

RE W
7-466

ASO
-974

HRIST
st ri an
collecoo
pennies
ea. Oth,
oof sal
priced. A
Murra
Carolyn':
sure Hou
Aurora)

LARGE,
Don of St
stock for
ery ACES
ings, I
502-247-

SHARP(
thonzed
ntal, leasi
1 800 24

WATKINI
1868 Va
namon,
kitchen
ments, as
home ca
Lyle Sp,
354-8117

WE stock
& service
tars Ke,
Tractor, I,

CONFIDE
bons You
cialty Cal

10x40 Ml
bedrooms
immedia
759 9798,

12x60 hI
bedroo,
759-1949
12x60 hI
bedroom,
lent co
437-4940
12x60
$1,500:
home,
Cordoba,
12x64
bedroom,
gas has
$2,600
5-00
1976 DO
modeled!
bath, incl
$8,500 ,
759-1273

Kyle Oakley -Field
Murray, Ky.

WILL live in with sick or
disable, 753-0785.
WILL sit with elderly or wit
clean houses or offices
Call 753-7215 or 753-3635

DEI
lbe
25
-734

We are now accepting applicaations for county and city paper
route carriers.
We have an immediate opening
of a route in the area of M.S.U.
Please apply at

The Murray Ledger & Times
Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 noon

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
If you have something to sell, here's the way to make
your voice heard. It's the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network.
For $109, you can place a 20-word ad in 80 Kentucky
newspapers with a potential audience or more than 1,000,000
readers.
We've sold everything from antiques to station wagons.
From steel buildings to sewing machines.
Contact this newspaper for details. Then get ready to sell.

8 x40 H
Phone 7f.

2 OR 3 lot
or unfurn,
furniture
electric,
Shady 0
3 BEDI
homes to
Murray I
753-9227

2',4 T01
Heat pui
use Upc
tern $15
FISHER I
Stove Ca
5 pm
-RANDY 1
Heating
ing for cc
dental F
Trane an
Factory
men, six
service
emerge
7&3-8181
and open
ray and
for over

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK
3 bed
re rng,

$38.0(

CLASSIFIEDS

DS

290

WEIDER wetght bench with
150 toe Metal weights Of
$125 or best offer
753-7349

495

490

Pets
& Supplies

HUTCH model HRD 278.
$200, Ashley model C-62,
$150 Call 436-2573, after
4 pm

Used
Cars

SHADED Persian Kittens
$75 527-7226

Have You Been
Turned Down
Elsewhere?

SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
Sable and white 354-8211

S30

1986 CHEVROLET Customized Van Raised roof,
rear air, $12,500
489-2157

Services
Offered

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

PROFESSIONAL Lawn
care leave rskleg Call
759-4440, ask for Wayne.

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674. Hwy 121 North
Stella, Ky

Ocwith
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6
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Re420,
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QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436 2617 or 753-1126.

Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
Bankruptcy I OK

130

530
Ssrvkes
Offered

Vans

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

530
Serrkes
Offered

CARS
Doors & Wtrudows
WINNEBAGO Chiehon
'19 Toyol Tercel
'1,981 27'
Anvil White Roofs
Motor Home
22,000
Straps & Anchoring
Real
miles, beautiful inside and
'81 Toyota Corolla
1.487 out
Metal Steps
Estate
See at S 16th. Murray
Treated Decks & Porches
FIREWOOD for sale
'88
Toyota Cathry
11,917 753-5925
Vtnyi & K Rok Skirting
KOPPERUD REALTY of437-4667.
Complete Parts Catalog
tens a complete range o
'88
Toyota
Cry
CU
11,987
500
SEASONED Firewood
Real Estate services with a
Winterising Your HOOK:
We sell dependable,
Heat Tape
753-9745.
wide
Used
selection
'17
Nissan
of
quality
lierna
147
affordable
cars
to
WOOD heater, automatic
Insulation
Trucks
people
who
blower/ thermostat Good homes, all prices
want
to
Floors & Bottoms Repaired
'17 Plymouth Reliet 1,117 1988 FORD
re-establish their credit.
condition $125 or best of- 753-1222, toll free
F-150 4x4
Miller Furnaces
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
210
fer 753-0672 after 6 p m
'Gas & Electric)
'87 Portz Grrd
1,987 Short wheel base dual
711L
Low Weekly Payments
tanks new ores 19,700
WOOD Stoves WoodsPhone
17 Nsun Nen 12,187 miles Call
Miscellaneous
753-6916
man jacket heater, Joe Ed NEW Condominiums For
(502)
492-8488
Call
Sammy
Sale
3
bedrooms
2 baths,
17 Toyota Corolla FX 1,817 1985 Silverado LW &richeCHRISTOPHER'S COINS Boyd wood stove Would
Hwy.
641 N.
1,380 sq ft plus garage. all
for
Details
Just in at Ox Yoke in Hazel trade for clothes dryer
lin tires, 29,xxx actual
appiicance
s
included
Cher/
17
Hazel
Celebrti
plus
'7417
collection of Indian-head 492-8561
miles, super sharp, $9,100
many other extras For
Best Prices
pennies and Buffalo nick489-2435
TOYO
TA
'87
Toyota
Supra
16887
more
* Quality Results *
information
phone
els Other fine coins and
1987 GMC Sierra Classic
Kopperud
Realty
OF MURRAY
proof sets also reasonably
17 Toyota Tercel DX '6,987 Loaded,
100
753-1222
bedfiner, toolbox, CLEANING Businesses
priced Also buy our opine
Business
515 5.12th
Phone
rails, aluminum wheels. and residential General
'87 Tolot Corolla
1,917 white
in Murray at Jane's Attic,
Murray, Ky
NOW For Sale' Cypress
Rent/.
7534961
letter tires, extra cleaning, window washing,
Carolyn's Corner, the TreaSprings Apartments Tisro 3
'87
Ford
Ilustrg
GT
1,917
dean 753-4893 after 5p m
floor stripping and carpet
sure House, and Mercantile SMALL Business Building
bedroom apartments, comPnme location, intersection
(Aurora). 753-4161.
1989 CHEVROLET 4x4 shampooing References
17
Toyot
pletely furnished. Each rent
Criry
DU
1
9
,411
of Sycamore and 4th
Sitverado All options, extra supplies 753-6737
for $30/ day ($150/ week) 1982 PONTIAC 6000 LE
LARGE, large, large selec- Streets. Newly remodeled
16
illropt
liarqu's
'8,487
nice Most sell' 4,37-4171
4-door,
for
two.
high
mileage,
Also
fair
a lovely 4
BRICK, block and conbon of storage buildings in Call 753-8809.
bedroom, 2 bath (one wi condition. $1625
crete, basements, foundastock for immediate deliv'86
Toyota
Corolla
LE
1,987
jacuzzi) home. Large 436-2647
510
tions, driveways, sidewery Acree Portable BuildPrime Office
shaded lot, near Cypress
16 Nercyry Topaz
alks, patios Free esti5,487
ings, Mayfield, Ky
1983
BUICK
Regal
Limited
Springs Resort Call Marion
mates. Chimneys new and
Campers
502-247-7831
Space For
'86 Toyota Unity
'7,987
at Century 21, Loretta Jobs, excellent condition, Michirepaired. 28 years experilin tires, 117,000 miles,
28' 1979 ROGUE selfSHARP Copiers Local au753-1492.
ence. 753-5476
Rent
'16 BIM 325
13,487 contained, awning, hitch,
$2,950 Call 753-6145 after
thorized dealer, sales, re6
p
m.
anti
sway
like new If DUNCAN'S Construction
ntal, lease and service Call
Downtown, close to
440
16 Dodge Aries
'3,917 bought atbar,
Experienced builders of
camper
sale
1-800-248-4319
square. Utilities and
1983 OLDS Omega' 4
Lots
value over $7,500 Sell for houses, garages, storage
'86
Cheri
'roc
Z.21
11,917
janitorial
services
door,
For
Sal.
V-6,
ofpower
and
air,
WATKINS Products, since
$4,300 474-2702 or buildings, pole barns Also
fered.
automatic. AM/FM, tilt,
1868. Vanilla, pepper, cin16 Chevy MI
'7,987 753-0373
remodeling Cal for free
cruise,
very
good
condition.
namon, extracts, spices,
estimates 437-4941
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of $1,650 See
753-830
2
at the Gulf
'86 Olds Calais
'7,687
kitchen seasonings, linitree tops (triangle bounded Station 16th & Chestnut,
520
ELECTRICIAN. Licensed
ments, salves, laundry and
or
by 3 roads) center of Mar- 753-4302
Boats
85
Oils
Cra
1
6
,987
anytime
contractor, quality work Afhome care products Call
shall
County
Look
down
& Motets
on
753-5870
fordable price No charge
Lyle Spencer at (502)
'85 Cadilac SedgeVik '9,917 1989 PROCRAF
Benton's lights, Deer and
service call_ Runyon
Need
An
Extra
T
178
354-8117.
Car
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
'IS Olds Ciera
1487 fish n' ski, 115 hp Yamaha Electric Service 436-5279
For A Few Days?
W Nanney, 753-9622
WE stock a full line of parts
320
fully
Purchased FOR most any type driveRent
From
Gene
Al
& service. Kerosene hea15 Tolle Cdroila SU... '5817 new inequipped
Apartments
BUILD SITES & FARM 3
March 1989 Can be way white rock
also, any
DWAIN
ters Keith's Lawn and
TAYLOR
For Rent
mi. N Benton . r 3 adj tracts
seen at 602 Main Street or type gravel, dirt
14 Pontiac Fiero
and sand
'4.217
Tractor, Industrial Rd
CHEVROLE
totaling
T,
INC.
13_78
call
ac
753-7307
2500@
1 BEDROOM furnished
call Roger Hudson,
502-753-2617
14 Chevy Celebrity '4817 INBOARD, outboard re- 753-4545 or 753-6763.
apartment Close to cam- 3000/ ac; &, few smaller
more
expensive
tracts
pus, $150/ month
'84 Honda Accal L '5881 pair, winterizing and ser- GENERAL Repair plumb45 ac farm 'A in fescue 1984 CORVETTE: 40,xxx
753-7276
vice calls 436-2502
ing, roofing, tree work
clover, rolling, 800 feet E of miles, extra $13,500. 1975
'83
Chevy
CelebrO
'3817
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment US 641, specimen trees Dodge Royal
436-5895 or 436-2642
Monaco;
near downtown Murray, preserved, fenced, 30' un- 41,xxx actual
530
13 Olds Clara
miles, 1
'3,987
GUTTERING By Sears
CONFIDENTIAL Investiga- 753-4109
improved access road. owner, $1,600, or best ofServices
Sears residential and comtions Your needs, our spe$66,450. Joe W Nanney fer 753-8848 before 8 p.m.
Offered
'83 Toyot Corolla Wgn '3,717
mercial continuous gutters
cialty Call (502)753-2641. 2 BEDROOM Apartment: 753-9622/ 527-7864
In Northwood, $270 per
A-1
TREE
Service & Stump installed for your specifica'83
Buick
1984 EXP Moon roof, A/C,
Riviera
'5,917
month. 759-4406.
Removal 50' aerial bucket tions Call Sears 753-2310
SHERWOOD Forrest, new tires, 81,XXX actual
270
13 AK Alva
shaded lot, city water, miles, 5-speed, $1,895
1,817 truck Spraying and feed- for free estimate
35 years experience.
sewer, natural gas
110
759-1559
Homes For Sale
13 Toyota Tercel SP 1,987 ing.
Glen Joiner owner Call HAMILTON Cultured
759-9268
Houses
1984 OLDSMOBILE Cut753-0906. Free Estimates. marble and tile 643 Old
10x40 MOBILE home 2
For Rent
13 Toyota Supra
'5887
Benton Rd 753-9400
lass
Supreme
Brougham
bedrooms, air conditioned,
160
APPLIANCE SERVICE
HOUSE
for
rent
910
SycaLoaded,
extra
nice
immediate occupancy
12 Oils Deb 88
Homes
1,887 Kenmore, Westinghouse, HAULING, yard work, tree
more $175/month, plus 1
492 8989
759 9798. after 3 30 p m
For Sale
Whirlpool. 30 years experi- removal, roofing painting,
month deposit 753-7272,
'82
Tort
Teal
SR-5 1,917 ence.
mowing Free estimates
1984
PLYMOUTH
Reliant.
Parts and service,
12x60 MOBILE Home 2 between 8 a m -5 pm.
BEAUTIFUL Large Brick
759-1683
1
owner,
50,000
11
miles,
new
Toyote
Celica
bedrooms, $3,500
Used
GT
1,487
Appliances Bobby
NEW Cedar Siding Cot- Ranch Split-Level On 2 5 Ores, excellent condition,
759-1949 or 753-3870
Hopper, 753-4872 or INSULATION Blown In By
acres, formal dining room,
tage For rent by month
'11
Toyota
Corot
'1,487
air,
double
power, cruise
436-5848 (home).
Sears TVA approved
12x60 MOBILE home 2 Furnished Johnson Creek den, study, 4 bedrooms, 3 753-8828
Save on those high heating
Chert
Citation
'2,987
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
bedroom, all electric, excel- on water with dock $500 a baths, gourmet kitchen
playroom. Priced to sell
1984 Z-28 CAMARO Extra
Factory trained by 3 major and cooling bills Call Sears
lent condition Call month Perfect for couple
Call Marion at Century 21, sharp & loaded, 69,000
TRUCKS
437-4940 after 4 p m
manufacturers Most parts 753-2310 for free estimate
1 502-554 0059
Loretta Jobs, 753-1492.
miles, $5,700 Phone (901)
in
on my truck All LICENSED Electrician
'88 Tort Truck
1887 workstock,
12x60 MOBILE home, SUPER nice 4 bedroom
and parts warranteed
Doug Jones Electric_ ResiBY Owner: Very nice 3 644 9018
$1,500. 12x40 mobile home, close to downtown
Ask for Andy at The Ap- dential wiring and electric
11
bedroom
Cheri
S-10
brick
on
'6,987
large
1985
CHEVROLE
T
Celehome, $1,000 Chrysler $600 a month. 753-4109.
pliance Works, 753-2455
motor repair 759-4751
shaded lot on Edinborough brity Nice Call 354-8801
Cordoba, $500 753-6438
'87 Toyota Pll
5,917 BUSHHOGGING, LICENSED electrician
in Gatesborough 2 baths,
360
large living room, dining 1985 CHEVY Astro. Win12x64 MOBILE home 2
17 Pad Ranger
James Gallirnore electrical
447 489-2355
For Rent
bedroom, 2 baths, central
room, den with wood burn- dow Van V-6, auto, air, tilt,
service
arid
Or
Lases
cruise,
74,000
mi,
AM/FM
ing insert in stone fireplace.
gas heat, electric air
'17 4•Roner
13,917 ELECTRICAL installation residentialCommercial
Fast, courteous
$2,600 436 5255, after CONDOMINIUM for lease
Attractive brick work in stereo Silver and red.
and repair All gas installa- service 759-1835
17 Toyota Yr
11,987 tion and repair Also refrig
5-00
3 bedroom, 2 bath. Garage kitchen and den Washer, $4,500. 753-8223 after 5.
dryer, and refrigerator stay
MOBILE HOME Specialistwith
storage
759-4561
or
1985
PEUGOT
Loaded,
'87
Toyota
PD
1976 DOUBLEWIDE Re5,487 oration. Call 753-7203.
New central Irene gas unit. extra nice Call
436-5255
753-3922
modeled' 2 bedrooms, 1 753-3283 after 5 pm
FENCE
sales
Sears
at
Beautiful in-ground pool
'17 rad F•150 P111 1,987 now Call Sears 753-2310 PLUMBING repairman with
bath, includes appliances, FOR Lease: Executive duwith equipment including: 1985 TOYOTA Celica
$8,500 Call after 5p m plex at 1005 Northwood
for free estimate for your same day service Call
'17 Toyota PD
solar cover, winter cover, Sharp, 73.000 miles,
759-1273
436-5255
needs
Drive, Murray, two bed- and furniture Screened-i
$6,200.
Phone
(901)
n
16
Toyota
Owner
rooms,
1,487
one
bath,
garage
8x40 HOUSE Trailer.
porch and 2-car garage. 644-9018
with opener, economical Privacy fence and
Phone 759-4807
storage 1986 MUSTANG Converti16 Chery Cony. Yr 11,487
gas heat summer lawn building. Call for
appoint- ble GT 5 0 liter, white,
care $450.00 plus deposit ment. 753-2280
16
Talati 4)14
'7,487
280
loaded 37,xxx miles.
No pets 759-4586
Mobile
REDUCED' Rustic ranch, $8,000, or best offer
16
Dodge
0.1)1
1,917
Homes For Rent
TO Lease. Beautiful 3 bed- cedar, central air, formal 753-0469
room brick house in Panor- dining room, 3 bedrooms, 2
'85 Chef! 00 Bluer._ 10,987
2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished
ama Shores Fireplace and baths Fenced back yard w/ 1987 DODGE Ram 50
or unfurnished. Some new
White,
short bed, automa'85 Siiverado ai
1,487
many other amenities
storage begs Great family tic,
furniture, natural gas (Clip This Ad
WOOD Heaters Deluxe
cabinet, has kh up cook
SetV109 top, 25 brick line
firebox, cast iron grates &
doors. $279 99 Wallin
Hardware, Downtown,
Paris, Tn
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Heating
And Cooling

Spode
Equipment

MONDAY, OCTOIFit 23, 19Sf

TELEPHONE winng picks
installed phones moved
residence and business
experienced Call Bobby
Wade 753 2220

RILEY Construction and
General Contractor Residential and commercial,
new and renovations Night
scheduling available complete borne builder Billy
Riley 753-9478
RILEY'S Horne Improvements Free Estimates
Work guaranteed Billy Ri
by 753-9478
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing. concrete. Free estimates Cali
474-2307
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811
STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material
new springs legs etc Reasonable rates tree pick up
and delivery 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753 5484

TREE Trimming and Brush
Removal 436-2502
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1 5
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
WET BASEMENT") We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaran
teed Call or write Morgan
Construction Company
Route 2 Box 409-A, Padu
c.ah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026
WILL do plumbing installa
bon & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 435-4169 or
753-1308
560
Free
Column
KITTENS 2 females per
sonality plus Only to spa
c.ial home. 759-4979

CUSTOM ITTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All

Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our Showroom

04

AT THE LOSuit

DIET g/r.
CENTER.
Two Diet Center franchises for sale
Murray/Mayfield - Ideal business for
ambitious woman or senior citizen.
Low investment good return.
Write Diet Center,
102 Wickerwood
Sikeston, Mo. 63801

f
BR CABIN

3
In one of the best lake developments. Priced at
only $26,600 but owner says 'Give me an offer.-

mTG Real 04Better
Est" I inal°111eSe
Olympic Plaza, Murray
753-4000

Dial-A-Service

electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
3 BEDROOM mobile
homes for rent East side of
Murray Call after 5 p m
753-9227
290
fisadng
And Cooling
2S TON Westinghouse
Heat pump Currently in
use Upgrading heat system $15000 753-0524
FISHER Mama Bear Wood
Stove. Call 753 3076, after
5 p.m.
.RANDY Thornton Go, Inc.
Heating and air conditioning for commercial or residential Factory authorized
Trane and Carrier dealer.
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks. 24 hour
emergency service.
753-8181 Locally owned
arid operated Serving Murray and Calloway County
for over 52 years

901-479-2604 after 5 pm
370
Livestock
A Supple@

HORSES for sale We also
buy horses and used tack
Phone 753-2493 after
3p.m. to leave message
before 3p m
phone
759-1187
180
Pets
Stypiles

area Call Marion at Century 21, Loretta Jobs,
753-1492
1170
Motorcycles

1984 250 R 3-WHEELER
753-7976
A Steal 1981 Honda CB
750-F, $800, must sell'
Work (901) 247-5701
Home 759-4417, Adam

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
AKC BLACK Lab Puppies brands' Keith's
Lawn &
for sale Good bloodlines, Tractor, Industrial
Rd ,Murmales, $125, females, ray 759-9831
$100 Cal 901-247-3220
(Puryear, TN)
490
Used
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Owe
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Clean, new, 1969
MUSTANG Convertimodern facility
ble 302 V-8, automatic
PEG'S Dog Grooming All transmission, automatic
top, excellent condition
breeds 753-2915
$5,000 (901)2328346
ROTTWEILER Puppy
AKC One left, female 1978 CHEVROLET Im
Shots, wormed,$300 After pals good condition After
5 p m call 753-6239
6 p m Cal 436-2514

39,000 mi , $4,800
753-8223, after 5

1987 SR5 TOYOTA
2 door, 32,xxx, like new.
$6350 437-4723
1988 CENTURY. 4-door,
air, power, cruise, AM/FM
stereo, luggage rack, wires,
$6,500 437-4723
1988 DAYTONA Most sell'
753 1713
1988 HORIZON automatic, immaculate condition,
1 -owner, new tires, 4-door.
warranty 489-2410

121 South, 5 miles.
3 bedroom, 2 bath house, dishwasher, stove,
refrigerator. 1 bedroom furnished apartment.
$38,000.

436-2884

tVf

1981 DATSUN 310 WO.
1968 Volkswagon camper,
$600, 1071 Maverick
Grab•r, rid, $500
753-0469
1981 PONTIAC Trans Am
All power, loaded, custom
wheels, great condition
$2,700 762-2711

Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Jim Irby
Sammy Bradshaw
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR

TOYOTA
Of MURRAY
515 S 1291
Murray, Ky

91 1

it's
Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. ol
Paris, rli
Now

New & Used

GM Execut,ves
Program Vehicles
001.141-51100
Hwy. 79 W - Paris

Police
91 1

.xNe Murray
Home & Auto
t 'NA

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
Atel
l
ata)
.••olvaat S. .1,

RANDY THORNY•NH
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Tran• and Carrnsr dealer
for sales and sarrIc• In Murr•y
county

AQS
502

Ehlitinut

e

'MAME

753_8181

1977 DODGE Van very
good running condition,
new brakes and battery.
good tires 753-0814

Your ad could
be here!

Poison Control
753-7588

Murray•Calloway County Hospital

753-5131
SI

1983 CHEVY Conversion
Van V-8, cruise cass
deck, 72,xxx miles nice
$7,600 753-9371

•••••.

Murray Made W,ndows - S•chny 'e,.'
Downspouts 8 Gutters - Shutters
A furn,n,,n1 so,ng Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
Ana:1111011 41A1s's ri iwix/ilis

‘‘.

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

753-8407

To place your ad in

/kb
!

•

the Dial-A-Service

vet

POCKETBOOK PLEASER
Quaint country home on 1'/2 acres, just
listed in Cherry Corner community. A great
buy at only $12,500.

Kopperud Realty

711 Main

•

St.

=

Call 753-1916.

Yaw

121 8y-Pass

Pit

753-257 1

Pr.
73 4tol

•nd Calloway

1980 HONDA Civic New
tires, runs good high miles
$650, or best offer
753-0672 after 6 p m
1981 CUTLASS Cruiser
SW Good condition Call
750 4835, 753-8430

From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Open til 7 p.m.

753-1222

call:

753-1916

MontlaN-Frida‘ 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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Mrs. Gaynelle Lea MacDonald

Rudy Clyde Wilkinson

`L

Rudy Clyde Wilkinson, 71, formerly of Calloway County, now of
Mt. Clemens, Mich., died Sunday
at 9:30 p.m. at Macomb Hospital
there.
A retired butcher, he was a
member of Elm Grove Baptist
Church, Murray, and a veteran of
World War II.
Born March 4, 1918, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Lowe Wilkinson and Lola
Smith Wilkinson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Willie Cunningham Wilkinson; one
daughter, Mrs. Sonia Levandowski
and husband, Henry, Indianapolis,
Ind.; one son, Dale Wilkinson and
wife, Joyce, Miami, Fla.; one
brother, Thomas Wilkinson and
wife, Kathryn, New Boston, Mich.;
six grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at

Robert Futrell
Services for Robert Futrell are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Paul Bogard is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Danny and Johnny Garland, Mike, Vernon and
Lanis Futrell, and Gene Pritchett.
Burial will follow in Stewart
Cemetery.
Mr. Futrell, 69, Rt. I, Almo,
died Friday at Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Born Sept. 6, 1920, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the late
Luther Futrell and LoveIla Berkley
Futrell.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mary Garland Futrell, to whom he
was married on April 2, 1954; two
sons, Buck Futrell and wife, Rita,
and Don Futrell and wife, Debbie,
Rt. 1, Dexter; two sisters, Mrs.
Anna May Justus, Hopkinsville,
and Mrs. Leonara Colson, Paducah;
two brothers, Leon Futrell, Cadiz,
and Ted Futrell, Calvert City; four
grandchildren, Emily, Megan,
Allysia and Zachary Futrell.

Allen
Stubblefield
Graveside rites for Allen Stubblefield will be today at 4 p.m. at
Hicks Cemetery. John Dale will
officiate.
Blalock-Coleman runeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Stubblefield, 27, Huntsville,
Ala., died Friday at 7:45 p.m. at
Humana Hospital there. His death
followed an extended illness.
One brother, Craig Stubblefield,
died in 1975, and his paternal
grandmother, Cohen Stubblefield,
died in 1970. He was born Jan. 26,
1962.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield;
two sisters, Miss Lucy Stubblefield
and Mrs. Vickie Steelman, Huntsville; grandparents, Mrs. Fannie
Stubblefield, Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Clark, Hopkinsville.

Mrs. Mary
Hutson
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Hutson was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Dr. Greg
Earwood officiated. Music was by
Mrs. Margie Shown, soloist, and
Richard Jones, organist.
Pallbearers were Clint Hutson,
Neale, Sykes, Mickey McCuiston,
John Smotherman, Ricky Sykes
and Larry Sykes. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Hutson, 59, of 733 Riley
Ct., Murray, died Friday at 9:45
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Tamara Gay Overby and husband, Darrell, Murray; one son,
Ronnie L Hutson and wife, Sue
Anne, Murray; two brothers, L.A.
Sykes and Cleo Sykes, Murray;
three grandchildren, Brittany Overby, Clint Hutson and Rachel
Hutson.

11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. Burial
will follow in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call from 2 to 8
p.m. Wednesday at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Marjorie
Alice Bechtel

Mrs. Gaynelle Lea MacDonald,
42, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday at about 5 a.m. in a fire at her
home. (See related story on page
2).
A medical technologist in the
clinic at Murray State University,
she was I member of Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Murray.
Born March 28, 1947, in Murfreesboro, Tenn., she was the
daughter of Winifred Ryan Vandergriff and the late George
Vandergriff.
Survivors are her husband, Bruce

Mrs. Marjorie Alice Bechtel, 87,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., died Sunday at 12:48 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her
husband, Harvey Bechtel, died in
1973.
She was a retired owner and
operator of a hotel in Wooster,
Ohio, and was a member of the
Ozzy Neil Helms, two months,
LuViem Church. She had lived in died Saturday morning at her home
this area for six months.
at 62 Shady Oaks Trailer Court,
Born March 21, 1902, in Crest- Murray. Her death was from appaline, Ohio, she was the daughter of rent crib death.
the late Jesse Spear ands Mary
She was born Aug. 8, 1989, in
McWhirter Spear.
Murray.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Survivors are her mother, Ms.
Jessie Eleanor Gallery, Rt. 2, Norma Helms; grandparents, Darlis
Buchanan; two nephews, Gary Gal- Gilbert of Murray and Ray Helms
ley, Rt. 2, Buchanan, and Richard of McKenzie, Tenn.; stepgrandGalley, Nashville, Ohio.
father, Jerry Ward, McKenzie;
The funeral will be Thursday at great-grandmother, Mrs. Laura
11 a.m. at Zion Lutheran Church, Garvus, Phoenix, Ariz.
Wooster, Ohio. Burial will follow
Services will be Tuesday at 2
in Wooster Cemetery. Friends may p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funcall at Custer Funeral Home, eral Home, Paris, Term. The Rev.
Wooster, from 7 to 9 p.m. Otis Hinton will officiate.
Wednesday.
Burial will follow in Olive
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home Branch Cemetery.
was in charge of local arrangeFriends may call from 12 noon
ments, but there will be no local to 2 p.m. on Tuesday at the funeral
visitation.
home.

Ozzy Neil Helms

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-6.15
I.B.M.104% -/
3
4
Previous Close
2689.14
Ingersoll Rand
45'/I
Air Products
4.6%
Jerrico
22% B 23% A
A.T.C.-Class A
50%B 51A
Kmart
35% -%
AT&T
43%
Kroger
16% •'/,
Bell South
54% unc
McDonalds
31% +'/.
li
Briggs & Stratton
28%
JCPenney
65% unc
Chrysler
23
Quaker Oats
62% -/
3
4
CSX Corp
34% +3
/
4
Sears
40-%
Dean Foods
33%
Texaco
52 -%
Dollar Gen. Store....11B 11% A
Time Inc.
138% +VA
Exxon
46
1ST
27% +'/s
Ford
49% -%
Wal-Mart
43% -%
General Motors
45% -%
Woolworth
59'/. .%
Goodrich
45% -1%
C.E.F. Yield
8.11
Goodyear...
48 - 2

BETTY BOSTON
COURTSOUARE

PAT GOSSUM
753-3366

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

MacDonald, to whom she was married on Aug. 17, 1968; two daughters, Mrs. Heather Mabbott, Paris,
Term., and Kelly MacDonald, Rt.
2, Puryear; one son, Christopher
MacDonald, Rt. 2, Puryear; one
sister, Mrs. Patricia DeVeney,
Orlando, Fla.
Ridgeway Morticians of Paris
will be in charge of arrangements.

Stephen Watson
(Bo) Hart
Stephen Watson (Bo) Hart, 35,
of Phoenix, Ariz., formerly of Murray, died Friday' morning at his
home. His death was from an apparent heart attack.
A 1971 graduate of Henry County High School, he attended Murray State University from 1972-75.
He was now a construction worker.
Born Nov. 17, 1953, in Henry
County, he was the son of Joyce
Todd Ferguson and Ralph H. Hart
who died Oct. 31, 1983. His stepmother, Mrs. Eulala Hart, also preceded him in death.
He is survived by one daughter,
Kari Leigh Hart, Murray; his
mother, Mrs. Ferguson, and stepfather, Jack Ferguson, Paris, Tenn.;
one sister, Ms. Susan Hart, one
stepbrother, Douglas Ferguson, one
nephew, Adam Evans, and a grandmother, Mrs. Pearl Todd Trotter,
all of Paris.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris. Gary Collier
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Donnie, Ronnie, Kenneth and Randy Hart, Jack
Nicholson and Eddie Lee. Burial
will follow in Shady Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. Tuesday at the funeral
home.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

611 South
Murray
753-2617

GM

Keep TheCommt GM Feeling With Genume GM Part.

We'll put you
on the road
to $avings!

Any Large
2-Topping
Pizza

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
,timater.
21- Deep F roe E,

Treated Cross Ties
135- 3343 Bob Kemp

cr
435.4319 Bob Kemp Jr

$
Only 8
"
Original Crust

99
for
Must Present Coupon When Ordering
Good for Two Lunch Buffets or Two Monday Night
Exotic Pizza Buffets.
Expires Oct. 27, 1989

Chestnut St.

Murray

e oda

753-6656
Two Convenient Area Locations
3200 Irving Cobb Dr.
Paducah, Ky. 42003
Paducah Off-Price Mall
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

LA Gear Troops and Reebok
Suggested Retail $40-$90

$9199 $999

OUR PRICE Ad 1

USE OUR LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!
Many Famous Names 40%40% Off Retail Everyday

Call

CHARLES JENKINS
for a new or used
car or truck today!

Cti "89" Volkswagen Selldown
Jetta GL 4-Door

'89 Jetta GL

4 door, automatic, demo, power steering,
air conditioner, AM.FM cassette, sunroof, 2,600 miles, white

List Price

'13,800

Sale Price $10,800

'89 Jetta GL

4 door, 5 speed, gray, sun roof, air
conditioner AfiA,-FM cassette, alloy wheels

List Price
Rebate

'13,850
2,000

Sale Price $11,850
'89 Jetta Diesel -

4 door, 5 speed, white, air
conditioner, power steenng, radio prep

List Price
Rebate

'11,730
1,730

Sale Price $10,000

'89 VW Fox - 4 door.5 speed,air conditioner, radio prep
List Price
Rebate

Sale Price

'9,070
770

$8,300

Golf GL 4-Door

'89 Uoit GL
conditioner,

4 door, 5 speed, ANVFM cassette air
power steenng, Polar Silver

List Price

Rebate

'11,580
1,580

NOTICE
r4 A uL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

p.

(Special Not Good With Any Other Special)

207 N. Brewer St.
Downtown Paris, Tn.
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Your feet
desetve the
lorest looks]

Hog Market
Fibril.SW* Mired tiemem Srmits thimber A 1110
Inky Porcine AM lime Merest Imre Wisdom 5
limos it
Buying6mm Rine* Ad WIZ Lri.
c;ar 3646411.75 Weer, Sows ray mis*.
116131147.11 Ow b 47.25
L3 1-2 731-21-1S
$44.36-4631/
US 33 7/01221 lbs
W34175
US 13 726-1311
66-35.4135
US /4 MVO is
Sows
S3S.1137511
US 1-2 270-3111
131.1137.61
L3 13 IMAM le
OILII-77/11
US 1-3 MAI la
13111-41311 Ilay b 4111.61
US 1-3 133 sod up
L$ 2.3310.311 Ihm
$11481-35.36
NON $311131.11

Ask For Special #2

,1t1AuiC
tins
i ORY OUTLET SHOE$j
T

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Gea,Inc.
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

The best pizza in town.

Sale Price $10,000

89 Golf GL Automatic Telan Red. air
conditioning, cruise, radio prep, power steering, split rear seat
List Price
Rebate

'11,990
1,590

Sale Price $10,400

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

5 Year, 50,000 Mile
Powertraln Warranty

800 CHESTNUT
MURRAY, KY (502) 753-8850

Gorman anginooring.
The Volkswagen way.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

I

